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News In Brief
Reward offered for information
surrounding mailbox vandalism
A reward is being offered for information leading to the arrest
and conviction of vandals who damaged, destroyed or stole about
75 newspaper delivery tubes here Friday night.
The yellow and blue Murray Ledger & Times delivery boxes
had recently been erected as part of the newspaper's conversion
to-same-day delivery of the newspaper county-wide-. 'Between 70 and 80 of the boxes were either taken or knocked
down in the Penny Road-airport area Friday night, according to
Walt Apperson, publisher of the Ledger & Times.
The Calloway County Sheriff's office, Murray City Police and a
private investigation are currently underway in an attempt to
find the culprit or culprits.
Many of the delivery tubes were attached to the same posts
that hold mail boxes. It is a federal offense to damage a mailbox,
it was pointed out.
•
Anyone who has seen a vehicle or persons vandalizing the
boxes is asked to call the Ledger & Times at 753-1916.
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Governor's contest takes center stage
at 106th Fancy Farm political picnic
FANCY I. \ LAU Ky.
iespite a l'.S_ Se nil te election in
just three months, an increasingly. competitive governor's
race held the spotlight Saturday
at the 10th Fancy Farm Picnic
in Graves County.
The picnic is a fundraising
event for a Roman Catholic

church in Fancy
a tiny
agricultural community northwest of Mayfield. but tt has
traditionally kicked off fall and
spring political campaigns for
decades.
There were obligatory plugs
Saturday for the re-election of
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford from

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Senate appears ready to adopt sanctions
against South Africa, and Majority Leader Bob Dole wants to use
support for that measure to help pull through a vote on aid to Contra rebels in Nicaragua.
- .
.4,10-LIET. ill. - The Rev. Lawrence Martin Jenco celebrated
his first hometown -Mass since returning from 19 months' captivity in Lebandn'and implored listeners tri pray for those still held
TEL .4111'. Israel - Human rights activist Anatoly Shcharansky, who was freed from nine years imprisonment in the Soviet
Union, says his mother, brother and other relatives will soon be
allowed to leave the Soviet Union.
BELLINGHAM, Wash. - An avalanche buried four climbers
on Mount Baker: and rescuers freed two victims but suspended
searching for the others for fear of triggering another slide of ice
and snow.
WASHINGTON - Two House committee chairmen say they
will turn to the Justice Department if the Pentagon does not
recover money that it paid, perhaps illegally, to generate support
for nerve gas weapons.
MARCH.41R FORCE BASE, Calif, - Military exercises in the
Southern California desert show the United States isn't a "paper
tiger- in its efforts to protect the flow of Persian Gulf oil to the
West, says the commander of the latest maneuvers.
NEW l'ORK - A majority of Americans believe the United
States has the ability to defend itself against nuclear attack,
although most people can't name the key element of that defense.
according to a Media General-Associated Press poll.
WASHINGTON - The Atomic Industrial Forum wants you tc
visit a nuclear power plant on your vacation trip this summer.
WASHINGTON - From free feed for farmers to price policies
for power plants, the Senate is once again using the national debt
bill to carry legislative water for pet projects of all types.
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.11, challenger Jackson ..1091rew
.on the Republican side. of the
speaker's platform. But the
gram quickly got down to
jockeying for position by the
men who want to succeed GOV.
Nlartha Layne Collins next year
1%4. are launching here todav
what I feel will he a spirited
Democratic primary." state
Sen. .loe Prather. one ot six major t'ontentlers 10 c
Democratic nomination. said in
a bit of an understatement.
Former Gov. ,Julian Carroll.
who wants to return to the offiljhe held from. 1975 to 1979. said
Democr:its are "k-idding
ourselves if we think we had not
better prepare Ourselves tor the
greatest Republican onslought"*
since Republican_ Louie Nunn"s
election in 1107 •
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State Senator Greg Higdon (D-Fancy Farm)and l..s.'Representative Carroll Hubbard (D-Mayfield ) discus% the proceedings
at
left during the 106th Fancy Farm Picnic Saturday. Below.
erowds gathered around a string of motor homes near the
speakers' platform.

Today's highlight in history: On Aug. 4, 1944, Nazi police raided
the secret annex of a house in Amsterdam and arrested eight people including 14-year-old Anne Frank. A diary, kept by Anne
while she hid, gained international fame years after her death in
a concentration camp.
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Since its .first concert season
in I 959-60 .the association has
had one goal to bring concert*
.of the highest quality to Murray
and the surnuinding area The
opening concert of that first
season 1'..1S given by s44pcano
Martha LipliinT Concerts tollow- ed by duo-pianists Ferrante and
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Freed priest in seclusion after celebrating hometown mass
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-Burn tri a sulotirhan town
priest. serving in the Middle
F..a-t held captive. loving his
captors iinespet tedly 5een:011%e
agau. On a Sunday atternoon
walk mg t% ith triends "
The homeaoniing ended a
t% eek in w- hieli Jenco was
liberated. flevr to \Vest 1.1erma it% . Rome. I .O1111011 and
VkaStlItIgloti to dellVer secret
nfessa,......es he said had bt.eri
given to him by Ins Shine
N1osletn_ aptors_ to Pope 1 10101
Paul II
the archbishop of
nt
t'y
Ii'i'sidt'iiI
:111(1

said the Moslem fundamentalist
group would never negotiate for
release of the remaining
American hostages.
In remarks to ABC News. Jenco said. "I've kept a promise.
and I'm keeping my promise."
"I don't know who Islamic
Jihad even is. It could be five or
six different groups, so I don't
know. I'm responding, and keeping a promise to a man who held
me captive, and his name is Haj.
And I just_ want.Haj to know I've_
kept my promise and I've gassed the message on."

The Mass came a day after
Jenco had returned to a hero's
welcome in his hometown, an industrial city of 78.000 about 40
miles southwest of Chicago.
After the Mass. Jenco mingled
with well-wishers at a reception,
where he said his captors had
asked forgiveness before releasing him and had given him a
small cross, asking him to pray
for peace in Lebanon. Jenco said
he in turn asked forgiveness of
his captors for his thoughts
while in captivity.
-There were many days in
confinement that I felt no one
cared." he added."I am so overwhelmed by the millions
throughout the world who have
prayed for us. As one bishop in
Rome said. 'I no longer believe
in God. I know there is a God."
Jenco was freed in Lebanon's

it ii H

)ti Sund.*y. a statement purportedly !rum Islamic Jihad.
%Ouch has elaimed it is holding
the Amerieans captive, denied it
sent messages to the three world
leaders
The statement. delivered to it
Lebanese newspaper in lieirtit.

At the cathedral Sunday, worshippers of many faiths from
throughout the area started arriving two hors before the
service.
"People of Joliet. thank you."
Jenco said .at the end of the
1 34-hour service

-

Bekaa Valley on July 26.,
The last time he had seen his
hometown was in August 1984,
when he celebrated his 25th anniversary as a priest.
Soon after, he left the United
States to head Catholic Relief
Services in Beirut. where he was
abducted at gunpoint Jan. 8.
1985.
The Americans still held are
Terry Anderson, 38, chief Middle East correspondent for The
Associated Press; Thomas
Sutherland, 55, acting dean of
agriculture at the American
University of Beirut; and.David
Jacobsen, 55, administrator of
the American University
Hospital.
Islamic Jihad claimed last October that it killed a fourth missing American, William Buckley,
58. No body has been found.

Fancy Farm displays variety

Political poster war in full fury
FANCY FARM. Ky. i AP l'olitical poster wars 1986-87
started with a pop Saturday at
the 106th annual Fancy Farm
Picnic.
-Wendell Ford this year."
".1 ackson Andrews IS.
Senator."
"Make it a dozen Beshear."
••Julian M. Carroll for governor '87."
"Joe Prather for governor."
"Grady Stumbo Governor."
The colors ran heavily toward
red. white and blue. The names
were changed. but the message
was the same: "Elect me."
Virtually anyone who was running for anything in Kentucky
this yea r or next made an appearance in person and by
proxy.
The . proxies in eluded posters..
pins. shirts, caps. fans, handbags and banners.

Fancy Farm political picnic
•

Fancy Farm...

In fact, a willing guinea pig
could probably have collected
an entire wardrobe.
The bingo players could get
away from the heat of the
political speechmaking, but
anything that didn't move and
most everything that did had
some sort of political message
plastered on it.
Political paraphernalia was
plastered on trees, benches,
cars and just about anything
that wasn't edible.
Perhaps the most difficult
task at the St. Jerome Catholic
Church parish picnic was to
make sure that you were not
wearing stickers for two people
running for the same office.
The political battle was waged
on two-fronts. the audio and the
visual.
The verbal jousting took place
from the podium and in the
crowd as the candidates worked
their way through the throng.
The poster wars were more

vicious.
The posters and pins ranged
from the slick to the sublime.
Most candidates relied on the
store-bought kind with the boring sameness that is intended to
press home the message.
Others, especially Stumbo,
leaned toward the hand-made
sign, expressing a more personal point of view.
The most original statement.
though, was made by Anne
Moore of Reidland in McCracken County. Mrs. Moore is
running for governor, though
few outside of her family know
it.
Her efforts at the picnic consisted of handing out handlettered pieces'of paper with the
simple message: "Anne Moore
for Governor."
She also-wore a green smock
with her name stenciled on the
back and a message included in
ink: "Paid for by the
candidate."

(Cont'd tram page 11
fan-waving audience of about
500 when he said he suspected
Brown's problem "really isn't in
the hip. It's a little farther up the
back where the spine is supposed to be."
Two Kentucky schools will
schools were chosen to receive
However. Beshear saved his
receive nearly 320,000 of $3 these prestigious grants.•' said
sharpest darts for Forgy. whom
million from a new Excellence
Superintendent .14, Public Inhe called "Larry Larry quite
in Education grant fund. an- struction Alice McDonald.
contrary."
nounced William Bennett. U.S. "That shows we do have exReferring to Forgy's apparent
Secretary of Education.
cellence in education here."
lack of opposition for the GOP
Model Laboratory School at
Model and Murray won the
nomination, Beshear'said Forgy
Eastern Kentucky University in
grants for designing exemplary
"wants to be annointed as the
Richmond will receive $13.565.
programs that can be duplicated
Republican nominee for goverMurray Elementary and Middle
by other schools to improve the
nor._ We can't have a primary
schools will receive $15,000.
quality of education.
in Kentucky if we're
The Kentucky schools and 119
The Excellence in Education
Republicans."
grants were authorized by Title
Forgy took Beshear's blasts - others in United States territories will use the money for
VI of the Education for
with a smile. saying: "This kind
new programs. Model will focus Economic Security Act. The proof give and take is the genius of
on the U.S. Constitution. Murray gram is administered by
the Ameriran political system."
the
plans on "Improving Education
staff of the Secretary's DiscreForgy played on longstanding
through Intensive Use of Com- tionary Fund in the federal
complaints. denied by Collins,
Ofmunity Resources."
fice of Education Research and
that western Kentucky is ig"We are proud that Kentucky Improvement.
nored while new industry lands
in the "Golden Triangle" of Lexington. Louisville and, northern
Kentucky.
The administration in
Frankfort must not forget "a
western diamond that deserves
equal attention." Forgy said. .
Wilkinson. in an earlier
The driver of a car involved in
speech, referred to the same
a one-vehicle accident in Marcomplaints. He said that as a
shall County was taken to
Secretary of Agriculture
native of Casey County in a poor
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah for
Richard E. Lyng has announced
area of southern Kentucky. he
treatment of back injuries, acthat signup for the 1987 Conserunderstood "what it's like to live
cording to Kentucky State
vation Reserve Program will
in a vounty that 'hasn't had a
Police information officer
take place August 4-15 at
roaii.in 30 years."
Chuck Robertson.
Agricultural Stabilization and
"In my home, we've been
.Robertson said ,Richard A.
Conservation Service county
neglected all our life. practicalHenson, 22. of Benton, was west
offices.
ly," Wilkinson said.
bound on Ky. 58 when he met a
Sayntg he "boot strapped my
According to Lyng, farmers
vehicle traveling on the wrong
way tip" in the business world.
may volunteer highly erodible
side of the road. Henson
Wilkinson pledged he would incropland for entry into the Conreportedly lost control of his car
stitute a venture capitol proservation Reserve Program. and ran off the road into a field
gram for entrepreneurs it
under a provision of the Food
when he swerved to miss the apelected.
Security Act of 1985.
proaching vehicle.
Stumbo. a native Of eastern
"We are pleased with the
Kentucky, reminded the crowd
response from farmers during
he carried western Kentucky:::
the 1986 signup," said Lyng.
1st District in his losing bid for
"Now that' producersare aware
governor in 1983 lie also soundof the other provisions of the
ed some of his traditional
Act, such as sodbuster and conthemes: affordable health care,
servation compliance, we exeducational improvements,
pect ever more interest by proutility regulation anti preserva•
Jerry Wayne Lafferty, who
ducers in the Conservation
tion of family farms.
walked away from the Kentucky
Reserve Program this year."
Prather. of Vine Grove. made
Department of Corrections
Producers wishing to put land
scArt mention of the .governor's
prison farm at Fredonia Friday;
into thr program are eligible rot
race or his opponents. choosing
was apprehended Sunday walkcost-share payments of up to 50
instead to extol Democratic
ing along the West Kentucky
percent of the eligible costs to
principles.
Parkway, according to Kenestablish a cover crop. The an
lie assailed the Reagan adtucky State Police.
nual rental payments are for IC
minstration ((Jr eliminating the
An man fitting Lafferty's
years.
synthetic fuel program.-which
description was first spotted
Prather said killed a potential
The total amount of rental
near a wooded area in Caldwell
market for 150,000 tons.,a day of
payr nts for any fiscal year
County near the parkway.about •
may not exceed $40.000. or its
western Kentucky coal.
4:20 p.m. Sunday by Trooper
Carroll. who has been active
equivalent if in-kind payments
Danny Ball.
i
in the Christian evangelical are made
'
Lafferty was captured about,
•
movement,.predictably zeroetl*
. 30 minutes later as he walked .•
Lyng said producers will be
ir on moral issues early in his
along the parkway- He wit
• allowed to harvest their 1986. *
remarks.
• taken..to.relflutPliCounty Jail. -- crop
herb-14-1We contract
Fie said he sided with presi-,
Lafferty had been sentenced
• becomes effective, if necessary.
dent Reagan, a Reoutflican, on
to a 20-year tegn on second
Land that is designated may
restoration of the traditional
degree burglary and persistent
not be grazed after the Comfamily, school prayer and opfelony offender charges. His last
modity
Credit Corporation apposition to abortion and gay
known address, state police
proves the contract.
rights
Said, was in Kenton County. Ky las

Two Murray schools receive
portions, of Kentucky grants

•
Pi'Mil and food w ere highlights
of the annual l'ano Farm
satorday. At top, lieutenant
(1,11\ ernor Sie‘e Resheat speaks
-from the podium. while FaneN
I. a r
%la r
Lou Thonipson
...Ids another slice of pie to the
tortiet table. Alttne right, Aliaans a rl Durham and C.N.
tones hoist a Democratic Party
banner. At left. I .S. Sen.
Wendell Ford situps to answer a
reporters questions;
I.4444is% illian Michelle, MC Dona Id
cools off with an ice cream cone
at right. Below.- former got or
nor Julian Carroll talks Nith
(to% ernor Martha Layne Collins.
'1'h.. 1986 torsion of the picnic
was the Iti0ith for the Gra% es
( ioint community.
•••1,tff ph,,t,.• 1,, 110.,,
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S'inday afternoon
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PERSPECTIVE
Commentary:

Hats off to our nation's
oldest seagoing service
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Royko Says

By Mike Royko

On the dull side of men's fashions

Do you know what our country's oldest
continuous seagoing
service is. How about some hints in the
form of more
questions?

IP

Because he's a friend, I was
It didn't shave me.
fashionable.
weren't admired for their trenconcerned about his appearance
"See?" he said. "But if you go
He and his cronies liked to sit
diness. In fact, the more respecand thought I should say
five days without shaving, as I
on his front steps, drinking beer
table
element
something.
in
the
did, then use this every day,
and wearing shirts which were
neighboihood would walk by and
"Are you OK?" I asked.
you'll always look like you have
almost identical to those worn by
say: "Bum-ha bums •
"Sure, I'm fine."
Who operates one of the largest "navie
s" in the world?
gone five days without shaving. It
In retrospect. I see that they
many of today's young dandies.
"You're not working too hard.
will just snip off the tiniest
were men ahead of the times If
His
shirt
was
known
are
as
you?"
Who fired the first naval shot of the Civil
amount to achieve that effect."
War?
underwear, and he bought it at
only they had had a razor thilt
"No more than usual. Why do
I '
And once again, I was in awe of
Sears. Today, they are known as
didn't shave. they might, have
you
ask?"
Who co-piloted the first aircraft to fly
the age we live in, with all of its
across the Atlantic
tank-tops, and they are sold in
been recognized as being on the
"Just wondering. Look. can I
Ocean?
technological marvels.
stores with names like Guy's
bold, cutting edge of fashion
ask you something personal?"
The genius of man has created
[
Togs.
And it makes me wonder about
"Sure."
What agency is.involved in protection of
battery-operated razor that
a
My uncle and his pals also
other marketing opportunities.
endangered species,
"Have you been drinking too
doesn't shave you.
pollution prevention and control and enforc
disliked shaving. So they often
If they can sell a razor that
ement of fisheries
much?"
"What does it cost?"
conservations zones?
went for several days without
doesn't shave, why not an
"Of course not. Hey, what's
"About $30."
putting a blade to their cheeks.
underarm deodorant that doesn't
[ I I
this about?"
Remarkable. A razor that
If you have not guessed by now, the answer
But because they didn't have
completely deodorize.
"I have to be frank. You've
to all of the
doesn't shave you for only $30.
above is the Coast Guard, which is celebrating
the advantage of a batteryFor the today kind of guy who
been looking seedy lately. You
its 196th anIt's another example of how far
niversary today.
operated stubble-inducing razor,
wants just that subtle touch of
look like a bum."
we have gone in only a couple of
they couldn't maintain any conThe Lighthouse Service, Bureau of Naviga
manly grunginess.
"A burn? Oh. you mean this?"
tion, etc., make up
generations.
sistency. On any given day, they
what is known as today's U.S. Coast Guard.
I think something like that
He ran his hand across his chin.
The Coast Guard,
I had an uncle who, by today's
might
have
would
one-,
two-,
sell. I think just about
formed in 1790, is the oldest continous seagoi
three.
or
"Yeah
.
You
look like you
ng service.
standards, probably would have
four-day stubbles.
anything can sell.
It operates one of the largest navies in the
haven'
t
shaved
for
a
couple
of
world, in peace
been
considered
quite
Little Wonder. then, that they
If we don't run out of goofs.
days. You've looked that way the
and in war. The motto of the Coast Guard
is "Always Ready."
The first naval shot fired in the Civil War came
last few times I've seen you."
from the
He shock his head and said:
revenue cutter Harriet I.4tne at Fort Sumpte
r, S.C. Lt. Elmer
"You really don't keep up with
F. Stone co-piloted the first aircraft across
the Atlantic in 1919.
things, do you?"
Since 1822, the Coast Guard has been in the
forefront of en"Well, I try to. Keeping up is
vironmental protection.
part of my job."
"This is the look." he said.
Happy birthday, Coast Guard. Thanks
for a job well done.
"What look? You have a stub— GENE MeCUTCHEON
ble beard."
Then he explained, and I felt
foolish, because I remembered
that I had read something about
it.
The stubble beard, giving him
the appearance of a bum or a
barfly, is fashionable. Its
popularity sterns from a weekly
television police show. which I
have managed to never see.
FANCY FARM, Ky. I .-AP —
those two. The speech may also
And.since he is an unmarried
As political events go. -the an:
have been an effort to discard
Yuppie, it is almost mandatory
nual Fancy Farm picnic does litthe nagging image that Beshear
for him to follow such trends of
tle to illuminate the candidates'
is not tough enough.
fashion. He owes it to his sociopositions on the. pressing issues
Beshear also sounded a theme
economic class..
of the day.
that was to be repeated by all of
Once I understood, I said: "I
Nor is it expected to. The peothe speakers, that west Kenget it. You only shave once a
ple who flock here are more intucky will not be forgotten in his
week or so?"
terested in watching candidates
,
administration.
He shook his head. "Of course
test their mettle against one
not. I shave every day."
Former Gov. Julian Carroll
another — it is a contest of sorts
had, in some ways, the Most in"But if you shaved every day.
to determine which individuals
you wouldn't look like a bum. Exteresting yet'predictable speech
can dish it out as well as take it.
cuse me, I meant that you
of the day. Carroll touted "tradiAs Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear
wouldn't be fashionable."
tional family values" and opnoted at Saturday's 106th
"I shave every day," he said.
position to abortion and gay
gathering. Fancy Farm is not
• -Let me show you the secret."
rights and support of prayer in
the place for a thin-skinned platFrom his briefcase, he
school.
form guest.''
withdrew an electric razor.
The speech was a confirma"It's terrific," he said. "It has
tion that Carroll will emphasize
And while the great issues factwo settings. One setting-leaves
his renewed fundamentalist
ing Kentucky were ndt debated
just enough beard so I would have
convictions.
in the sultry west Kentucky sun,
a one-day 5-o'clock shadow, if
State Sen. Joe Prather emthe picnic was useful in letting
that's what I wanted."
phasized his devotion to the
the candidates stake out their
"You have more than a 5
Democratic Party and the inpositions in another way.
o'clock shadow." I said.
herent evil of the Republican
The tmostly1 brief speeches
"Right. That's because It has
Party. Prather also pointed to
gave a clue of future posturing
another setting that leaves a fivehis long work in the General
by the candidates and how they
day stubble, which is what I
Assembly and close ties to Gov.
will paint themselves.
prefer."
Martha Layne Collins.
For Democratic Sen. Wendell
"Amazing. Can I try it?"
The only 'candidate that
Ford. it was a chance to promote
I ran it across my chin, which
Prather zinged was Dr.' Grady
his 12-year record in the Senate
I had shaved that morning. And
Stumbo and his recent help from
and outline his stand on some
he was right. Nothing happened
optometrists.
important federal issues. Ford
Reg $24
Stumbo zapped his Opponents
manned the position of
on the platform in turn and ofvenerable incumbent who
fered himself "as a defender of
deserves re-election.
those who are rarely heard."
Jackson Andrews. the
The speech. in fact, sounded
Republican senatorial
Ten years ago
similar to those he delivered in
challenger, made it clear that he
Murray's gigantic city-wide
his failed 1983 campaign.
Sidewalk Sale will be held Aug.6
will have difficulty persuading
Wallace Wilkinson _ tried to
and 7. according to officials of
voters that he really is a canstake out his position as an outdidate. Andrews. whose ramblMurray Chamber of Commerce
sider not connected to the
Dan Hutson of Murray was
ing. disjointed speech ranked
Frankfort. crowd. He also
named as Outstanding Alumnus
among the worst in recent
26 o
pointed to his success in
at second annual meeting of
memory at Fancy Farm, even
business and- embraced
Purchase Area Chapter, Univerhad to remind the crowd that his
economic development as his
Re
sity of Kentucky Agriculture
name is Jackson M. Andrews,
Beg
ti011
;
1
i
.99
theme. He promised "a new day
Alumni Association. Lexington.
not Andrew Jackson. There was
tOrri
in Kentucky
with the Wilkinheldat_Mayfield.
little evidence that the record
to 24.99
son administration."
crowd was convinced of either
Mr. and Mrs. Don Keller were
Fergy also adopted the theme
his candidacy or his name. honored at a surprise family
of "throw the rascals out" and
Among the 1987 gubernatorial
reunion in • celebration of their
proclaimed the three major
candidates, the speeches were
25th wedding anniversary on .111issues in Kentucky to be."jobs.
more helpful.
ly 31.
jobs, jobs."
Beshear made a marked
Forgy, thbugh he -took a few
Twenty years ago
departure from his historical
shots from the Democrats in atKentucky Governor Edward
speaking style and let loose with
tendance. did not return fire at
8
01,
T. Breathitt spoke about the pro.
some of the best lines of the day.
any of the individuals. Instead.
S
posed state constitution yesterA
Beshear especially lit into
he lambasted ..Democrats
day morning at Murray State
former Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
generally and said. 'At's time
University.
and Republican Larry Forgy.
L40
-'
for a change."
Pv. Charles R. Holland. son of
perhaps an indication that the
And though he wasn't in attenMr. and Mrs. Porter Holland of
lieutenant governor believes he
dance. even Brown established
Murray, completed a Little .John
is the front-runner and his real
his campaign theme in a way:
and Honest John ritissile
challenge next year will be from
don't call me. I'll call you.
crewman course at Army Artillery and Missile Center. Fort
Sill, Okla.. on Aug. 1.
Pvt. Charles Nelson Eldridge.
son of Mr and Mrs. Clarence N
WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
Eldridge. Is serving with P.S
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager "
Thirt.s ears ago
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
.1. Ottis Patton of Murray has
BOB TAYLOR, Classified Manager
been appointed state supervisor
Reg $20
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
with Kentucky Department of
The Murray Ledger & Times cUSPS 308-700,
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Life Saving Service
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JEAN SALE
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By ,Mark Chellgren

Picnic: stiff test for candidates
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will hold your jean
layaway until Nov. 1st
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MURRAY TODAY
Shepard tourney here
A

tun field iii
W 11 it't. Olt at 111t`
OakS (.01.1111IN Chit) on
ednesday, Aug
tl
When the- seventh an
!alai Betty Shepard
/lernorial Golf Tournanient gets underway
Carolyn ("aid%) ell and
Velvet times. xt inners of
ent. %t ill he
last yetr- •:-,
present io -defend their
title when the shotglin
sounds at 9 .1 ni
Sioveral it iitt'l Tilt
\.% III 114 I'S
It IT1 IIIt•
lineup w hh•ti has ten
!eleased a.; tollo‘t
Tee 1 d-. C Caldwell
ind X .17frirs, NI 1171 !II
Ito,...ard
..ind NI
IlcLeart and It
Tee
I !..1I111

lt' tB - II lire‘ter
l'arket . I
and I.
hnqn'r and l' 11 illiams.
it r ii, ii a Ti ii 1:
.1
Sporlock
'fee 1 - S. Gibbs ar,!
S oakley. It t'ohqit
and I Orr. It l'hilders
and S Htititl
Tee
- (.• Boggess
S Lamb. T
Outland. 1.
arid S
\I, I
an ti
'tee ti - NI Cain and
I I Der% ers C Fah% ards
and t; Loge!. C tlarrott
and 1) Rose
Tee 611 - I I hike and
k I linti fn.(' \tiller and
It Sloan. t' Potts and I.
Shine
lee - V ()liver and
F.
NI I', anger. l' Neale
it r u
it .1 :4
.
Ilullimix and I I faf.
and N1 Pa)gers. I l'arks
11
It rli \.‘ 11 .111d \
and R outland
singleton
'tee $-% - G lames
Tee 3-%- - T I 14.14,,n a n.i S . 1.a ni If . A
Villanova. NI (la I I 1111(4 it arid I{
And I
Shin-tett road I Srltwett- -P-asc hall. 14 1.ax anti ('
man. (1 liaehler and k
1 r11Ierf.vo041
'fee $U - NI Si lin .11111
_S,104,444.144,44
A Anderson and I. Henderson.
Lati tiler and B.
l'iddon;

Best
Wishes!

Anderson
ter 9 I .O\'.TV.
I{
\Lilian and T IVinter.
1;othr..ck and S
X
S',our
Tee io - I'. Conyer
Fort. S
41
cHati:hlr! ind If Saxon.

•4'hri.tine Grogan
TaNlor
•Indrea Hudgins
•Dana Chapman
•Karen hincheloe
•Harriet Dupree
*Sondra Ntt-Uture
•Iltiona So ift
All him- made
...eletlion• from
our Bridal
licitear!, for
Decorah% e

Merl
Imports

DATEBOOK

Golfplay on Wednesday

Pounding Wednesday

Because of vacations
and the Betty Shepard
Memorial Golf Tournament at Oaks Country
Club, there will be no
lineup listed for golf
play for women at the
Murray Country Club on
Wednesday. Aug. 6.
M eni be rs a re re quested to form their

Ilichelson and
To honor the Rev. and Mrs. James L. Simmons
Sloan
and children, Jimmy, Emily and Sarah
Tee II Fike and
Catherine, the Memorial Baptist Church will
I' Ike.
Dick and B
have a potluck supper and pounding on WednesElliott. I. Dalton and It
day. Aug. 6, at 6:30 p.m. at the church. Rev. SimI hi.
- mons begin his pastorate at the church on Aug. 1.
'tee 11 - S l'ostello
Prayer service will follow the potluck meal.
and It Cullom.
and I. Alexander
N.
Sexton and
1:1.•hey.
John Dale of Murray will be speaker
at a
Tee 13 Gillispir
gospel meeting starting tonight ( Monday),
and
a-id 11 11 atkins. It. Dancontinuing through Sunday. Aug. 10, at
Farm:,,•! and If Robertson.
ington Church of Christ at Farmingto
n.
Smaidy and S. IVeis.
Tee I - I Seale and
cairtweli
and 11
IX a lker, A
Mr. and Mrs. David Brent Warbritton,
a nd I b . Sutton.
Puryear. Tenn.. are the parents of a son, Joshua
'tee 15 ‘
.1 - .1 t :Ebbs
Brent, weighing five pounds 15 ounces, born on
i•M 1111W11, S. Nlorgan
Wednesday. July 30, at Henry County Medical
;rid
11 'Isom S. Rainey
Center. Paris. Tenn. The mother is the former
:Ind i 1:ainey.
Martha Lou Craig. Grandparents are Mr. and
11.1•151t - 41. Coakley
Mrs. Hinton Craig of Paris, Tenn.. and Mr. and
and \ ‘1 .is. C. Brooks
Mrs. Ben Warbritton of Huntingdon. Tenn.
and m cox. It. ortega
and X Smith
Tee 16 - .1. Crroise
:Ind .1
Morgan. NI
Local persons recently dismissed from area
a I iii r_x adt
.
hospitals include the following: Charles Blalock
Solomon. 11. Jackson
and Jerry Vaughn, both of Murray, from
and E Holland.
Western Baptist, Paducah Maggie Pace of _Mon_
'Jet' 11. - M. Broach
ray and Leonard Clayton of Puryear, Tenn.,
and It I,'arker, S. \\ Joie
from Lourdes, Paducah; Melissa Ramsey of
and I 1Voods, S. Barnett
Almo from Community Hospital, Mayfield.
and 41. Barnett_
-% - .1 Bradley
and V. Howard. It Far
ris anti X . Linn, 11. I ham
and l' Enix
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Fisher, 703 Vine St.. Murray.
Tee 18B - K. 41. are the parents of a son, John Lee, born on MonCallon anti- k
day. July 28. at Murray-Calloway County
.1. - (; ra ha m a nil I'
Hospitaf-Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Coakle -. _I. Crider and
Fisher,,,of Bardwell arid Mr. and Mrs. Tom
.41 Tyler.
Geveden.

Dale will _be speaker

.10,shua Warbritton born

(
De
1986 by

Patients dismissed

y ( a ow y
Hospital has
distmssal;-,
1.,r F.
arid
vig. I. 2
ar1,1 .:
horn :id %%ere listed tor
1

BEL ARCENTEr=

11)1,
1111
,
..111.•
th • 1111S1111

EteCt r1C
General

litiCittIN

NT1'

URRAY
MOVIES

CLOSEOUT SALE ON
FLOOR SAMPLES, DISCONTINUED
MODELS, ALL PRICED FOR IMMEDIATE SELL-OUT!

is listed as golf hostess.
Winners from golf
play on Wednesday. July 30, have been released by Frances Hulse,
hostess, as follows:
Championship flight
- Tie between Jerlene
Sullivan and Betty Jo

Purdom;
First flight - Betty
Lowry:
Second flight Ethlene McCallon;
Third flight - Jane
Fitch:
Beginners' flight Marion Poole;
Low Putts winner
Inus Orr,

tt)

Universal Press Syndicale

DEAR ABBY: Your prayer for
animals was very touching. Animals do need bur prayers, but they
also need us to stop the cruel and
barbaric practice of using live
animals to test cosmetics, hair
spray, drain cleaner, nail polish
remover, etc. No anesthetic is used,
and these laboratory animals suffer
agonizing pain. Dogs, rabbits,
monkeys, cats, guinea pigs, mice
and rats are used. For example: To
test toxicity, animals are force-fed a
substance such as drain cleaner,
causing convulsions, paralysis and
bleeding from the nose, eyes and
mouth.

Cuislon... Rt. 5. Box. 302:
MurraY-: Mrs. Melba_
Ward. 1205 -Crestwood
I'lace,- Murray: Nora! -Young.
Hamlin. Mrs. Grace
Hopkins. Rt 1. Box 758.
Hardin: .lean Goodman.
Rt. 4, Box 115, Murray;
Robert Pierce.
McDougal. Rt. 8, Box
815. Murray; Mrs. Lula
White, 1606 l'arklane.
Murray:
- Miss Mary l'arthier
Box 2901. Bruceton.
Tenn.

Aug.
Dismissals
(Cont'd on page 5)

times. Nancy Fandrich

Cruel Practices Make Product
Testing Unsafe for Animals

.John Lee Fisher born

•
andIt
girl. Rt. 4. Box
Nliss Tracy Downey.
145, Benton: Mrs. Kay 625 Broad Extended.
McCurdy ifful bah girl. 'Murray; NI iss I )Cl.dra
it rya n
.H111 1-fonlap.
E6 Coach
Estates, Ilur.ray:
41ark Litchfield. DexMiss Dana Garrison.
ter
Delmar (•ollier. 1-112A Stadium View
oncord: I>,.. 41urray. Itodney
41 i5- 1..Vt. Ann Trutleau. Tucker. It I. Box 196.
ltt. 3. Box :lef•
Iiirksey
George Bovce McTenn.:

•

own groups and playing

By Abigail Van Buren

Lool hospital releases dismissals
41

Mray Ledger & Times

litirkeen. editor

Another test measures the' irritancy of products-that might get
into a person's eyes: Rabbits are
placed in stocks to prevent them
from clawing their eyes to dislodge
the irritating substance. Only their
necks and heads protrude. The.
lower lid of the rabbit's eye is pulled
away from the eyeball to form a
small cup. Into that cup is dropped
some of the substance to be tested.
The eye is then held closed for
several seconds while the animal
screams in pain. The other eye is

left untreated to serve as a "control." The rabbit's eyes are then
observed at specific intervals to see
how severe the irritation is. Is the
lid swollen? The iris inflamed? Did
it cause blindness?
Alternatives to these tests do
exist, but remain untried. I know
this is a long letter on an unpleasant subject, but the public needs to
know about it.
There is a bill pending - it's the
Humane Product Testing Act (FIR
1877). Abby, please print this and
urge your readers to let their elected

representatives know that they
want this bill passed. Please be the

voice of the voiceless.

NANCI UNGER,
LEXINGTON, KY.
DEAR NANC1: Here's your
letter, and 1 hope that all who
read it will write to their congressional representatives and
urge them to vote YES on HR
1877.
Readers, if you don't know
who your representatives are,
call your local League of Women
Voters and find out, but please
don't put this off until tomorrow. Tomorrow is usually busier than today.
For more information, write
to: PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals),
P.O. Box 42516, Washington,
D.C. 20015. It is a non-profit
organization, so please enclose
a long, stamped, self-addres'sed
envelope.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My two grandchildren live in the suburbs and
attend a private school. The school
is 15 to 20 minutes away by car, and
the only way for these children to
get there is to be driven by their
parents.
With tears in their eyes they have
begged their parents to get them to
school on time.
In June their report cards showed
that they had been late 40 times for
the semester!
What do you think of these
parents?
• CONCERNED
GRANDPARENTS
DEAR CONCERNED: Not
much.
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Two sisters
to be married
on Aug. 30
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Dale Cremer of Cordova. Tenn., announce
the engagements and
appr•oa thing marriages
of their two daughters.
Miss Karen Diane
Cremer will be married
to Tony Gonsiorowski.
son of Mr. and 'Mrs_ Irvin Gonsiorowski of
Toledo. Ohio.
Miss Kenna I /enise
Cremer will be married
to James I )avid Watson,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
James T. Watson of Collierville. Tenn.
The double wedding
will be on Saturday.
Aug.30. at 7.p.m. at Germ ant ow 11 13 a: p.t i s
C'hur•ch. Germantown.
Term._ .
A reception will follow
the ceremony.

sit y She is a key carrier
tor 1 /st•to at liloominglon Ind
r
I ; I i1.liiItjt ski
grail ud
rum St
Francis de Sales High
Schuiil and Rensselaer
Polytet linial Institute in
NeNA.
He al-.., t14•11livii Indian:I I 111V••1•SIty
it• is a rei etvitig
super., isor torlull
I iepartnient Store in
liloomington
Kenna i. ra ii nil led
troth liriarcrest 1101111,i
II i g Ii Scho (I I a iii
Mississippi State
.niversity ?-1tie
mortgage
11*
(0

SYStern

--

Ipt.i.j111/

lAirilbernit•il 'S
(
.
0111 , ('Itrtiova
NI I.
‘1 a Isrin
,t
graduate ot Collier', :1:e
High Sehool 11,' is N. 'president of
ii -.i in ;oat

All relatives -a-tut
friends are invited to
attend.
Son's 1 Iva I 1111! anti 111'
Karen grad_u_a_te_d ...Contiititoung _1114
of
from Briarcrest Baptist
High School and receiv'The bride-elects are
ed her graduate and
undergraduate degrees
trim Memphis State
University. She also attended Indiana Univer-

Karen Diane Crenier,
fiancee of Tony Gonsiorowski

First Baptist Church
Group leaves Friday,
fot mission service
Ten young, peoph• and
six adults from First
Baptist Church. Miirray. are on the Northern
Cheyene Indian rest•ryation in southwestern
Montana this week conducting Vacation Bible
Schools for the Indian
children and assisting to
constr•uction work.
The group left Murr:
early Friday morning
and were scheduled to
arriVt• at La nle 1 leer.
Mont., Sunday mit'me to
attend dedication st•rvices for a recentlycompleted building.
While on the rest': vitlain, the group will be
working with the ltev
Steve I hissung . pastor
of Morning Star Baptist
Church at Lame Deer.
and his wife, Lisa. Rev.
Hussung is the son ot
lir. and NIrs. Ka rl

Hussung Ot Murray.
'This is the lith year in
which the local church
has. Aent s•ucka group.to
the Montana reserva(ion to ...conduct Bible
schools. This year's
group is scheduled to
return Aug-. 12.
Those young people
"
,•t1r nig the trip included: Tina Cooper. Sheila
CI t• it de it non. Lau r a
Sea rs
M el issa
t"nderhill. Denise Randolph. Berme Walker.
Alison Sears. Jason
G ro pp e I, St e p h en
Ma lone and Robe r I
Accompanying them
are 'Stan and C•,rol
Groppel. Joretta i Mrs.

h it i

Randolph.

La Verne Mrs. Charles'
Ryan, Harry Weatherly
and the Rev. G.TMoody, an associate
pastor at First Church.

the gra tidila
Mr and NI us
\1
Pt•rry ol Nlurray Their
[wither is the Eli/ tiler
Nlartha Jane 1 't•t•I'V

Kenna Denise Cretner.
fiancee.()flames David Wats()I)

Coming communityevents are announ

ced-

NIonda:s. Aug. I
Registration for fall

Monday. Aug.4
l'arents Anonymous
story hours at Calloway Chapter will meet
at 6
Public Library is now in p.m. For information
progress.
• call 762-6862 or 762-6851.
-----District 17 Unit l :Of
Cordelia Erwin Circle
Licensed PracTical of South Pleasant Grove
Nurses will meet at 7 United Methodist
p.m.. at The Boston Tea Church Women will
Party, Holiday Inn.
meet at 7:30 -p.m. at
church.
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
Betty Sledd Group of
8 p.m. at First Christian
First Baptist Church
Church, Benton. For inWomen will meet at 6
formation call 753-0(161.
p.m. at home of Dr. and
762-3399. 753-7764 or
Mrs. Greg,Earwooct.
753-7663.
-----Events in Land Bet"Sing Out, Kenween the Lakes _Fill intu-cky!" will be
clude Birding }Aides at
presented at 8 p.m. at
9:30 a.m. and LB!.
Kentucky. - Dani State
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. at
Resort Park.
Woodlands Nature
———
Center; Iron Industry at
Murray -Calloway 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Camera Club will meet at
The Homeplace-1850:
at 7 p.m. in annex of
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
Calloway Public p.m.
at Golden Pond
Library.
Visitor Center.
———
---Ke.ntucky Barkley
Parenting Class. will
Bass 'n' Gals are beat? p.m. in third floor

Alonday. Aug. I

tion call 753-5131
753-6821.
————

1.111•*.f1:13

or

I h "1)11.11

(eon('d frf1F11
•

:I

tr0111 noon to

2 p in
Ntarray Seventh I la ‘.
V eli I Is!
Uri I: .
Tuesday, Aug.5
Sycamore arid Stiuff.
Group il ei`ACWF of' 15th Streets:
First Ch -o
. ce‘..1 Church
-- - will in.C--`t at 2 p.m in
Jackson Pura ha...church parlor.
.
Doll Club w ill rio•••1 .41
noon at Sir Hit:
Murray . TOPS Italie .:4.tocka
off pounds .sensibly
- -Club.will meet at 7 p.m.
1VMI' of First Baptist
at Calloway CountV
Church will hilve its
"Health Center.
general meeting
9 :1(1
--- alit iii
!lapel
Murray Assembly No..
19 Order of the Rainbow
Kathleen Jones I lroup
for Girls will meet at 7 of FirSt liiiptist
p.m. at lodge hall.
%%All' will tneel it

p.iii
Free blood pressure
checks will be given

•

with

• -.

I. a ui in,

Andrus
((4,nt'don
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scheduled to meet at 7 classroom of Murrayp.m. at Golden Corral Calloway County
Restaurant.
Hospital. For informa-

We've Made
Our Move!
Our Dixieland Store
is now located in the
Northside Shopping Center

J

We still have summer merchandise
;a fantastic savings!

rAttrttinglittin

Native

lito

!Action

-Our Name, Sap: it All'.

Simmon's Softside
Waterbeds'
Looks Like A Mattress
Sleeps Like A Waterbed

Sealy Posturepedic
Bedding
Now

-

New Shipment
Of Day Beds
—&—
White & Brass Iron Beds
Hwy. 641 N. Murray

50%

Off

Complete Interior
Design Service
'Custom Draperies
_

lip • liorfie—SePo+ee
•Wallpaper
•Accessories
•Mini-Blinds •Pictures & Mirrors

That's par for the course.
Just as you ha‘c said lot stars. God rcall
does play golf on Sunday- morning He doesn't
abandon you Monday through Saturda% either
So why should you ignore Him on 4Iis da%''
God is anywhere Nou need Him at an'.
time. Can you say the same Are vou there

'Numb% %s hen lie needs %ou'The nest time %ou
pray for a birdie putt to drop. ask ‘ourself
where %ou were the last time Ik needed %ou
r% a new course nest Sunda% fr% the
Christian Church i Dsople.s of Christ 1 It could
he the best round of rout life
•

The Fiest ChristinChurch
North of the squat..

-

.fth Street

•

Dr David(' Roos. Minister

On The Square Mayfield

-s

••

•
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CardiacRehab Center
vital link to community I

•-t

After more than a year of
• operation, the CardiacRehab
Center at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has
demonstrated that it is an important and successful health
care service.
The unit, one of only three in
West Kentucky, provides
monitored and closely•:upervised rehabilitation programs for patients, outpatients
as well as those in the hospital.
who are recovering from heart
attacks, cardiac surgery or being treated for high blood
pressure, arterial disease or
other coronary and circulatory
Problems.
Under the supervision of
specially trained personnel. its
programs are designed to help
recovering cardiac patients
make lifestyle changes and to
return to their normal activities
‘vithin a much shorter period of
;ime.• • -'
- Fourteen patients — three in
the hospital and 11 outpatients —
currently are enrolled at the
lint. A total of 30 patients have
completed programs in it.
Three times a week-for-six
weeks following their release
from the hospital. the outpa!lents.have come_to the-unit for
one hour of supervised and
monitored exercise.
"Within the past few years,
research has determined that
some hazards may result from
extended bed rest* following a
heart attack," says Dr. Russell
13. Howard. a cardiologist.
-Today. the Murrav-CalloWay

Rebates...
('ent'd from page I).
rrying the Iidst Airborne
Is ion home from a Middle
:ast peace-keeping' mission-7
The plane 'crashed Dek -12
;ander. Newfoundlandirh, two wont,tt 'lei a me
. Yends after the crash. They
tam dies keep in touch
: •*'
sharing informa• .n aboui ilaiming the victims'
riiperty awl tlw use of
.!1 clonat ions
You want to get it Over, and
I 11 get no anSWerS.• • Napier
The .-trinv all lw

families to

Governors conference
among the most lavish

County Hospital CardiacRehab
Center's programs have these
patients up and moving abut
after three to five days of bed
rest," he said.
"We have repeatedly found
that this not only shortens their
hospitalization, but also has
very favorable psychological as
well as physical effects on their
recovery.
"Once they change their
lifestyles in accordance with the
educational part of the program
— changes in diet, exercise,
leisure activities, household
limitations and sexual activity
— they find themselves going
back to their jobs much quicker
and with increasing stamina."
Supervising the implementation of the programs within the
unit is Shirley Lamb. R.N.,
while Mary Linn. R.N., is the
clinical specialist.
Together, the two nurses present the educational materials
and supervise and monitor the
.physical exercises as the patients use the equipment
available — rowing machine.
exercise bicycle. treadmill and
platform stairs — for the
prescribed periods of time
Jerry Henry, 91 East, says the MCCH CardiacRehab Center
•'We are proud of the cardiac
"was
one of the best things that ever happened to me, because it
rehabilitation program at our
got me in the habit of taking excercise." A salesman for Purdom
hospital," says Stuart Poston,
Motors in Murray, Henry suffered a heart attack last Feb. 18, and
the administrator. "and the part
two days later had five-bypass arterial surgery at Nashville's
it is playing the helping to
Parkview Hospital. A week later, he was back home, and shortly
reduce the incidence of death
and disability caused by our na: , afterwards began six weeks of three-times-a-week excercise sessions in the local hospital's CardiacRehab Center. Eight weeks
tion's foremost health prOblem,
from the date of his surgery, he was back at his job.
that of cardiovascular disease."

submit written descriptions in
personal items they know are
missing. but the relatives do mit
know what gifts the- servicemen
r
were si% r lug inc home'
Christmas.
•
U1sre tOld in letters they
were going to sell anything
unclaimed and give the money
t-o a soldiers' home in
Washington.- .Napier said. The Army reversed its milky
so relatives could view the- remaining items. but Napier did
not learn when that would be until the Cincinnati Enquirer called Fort Campbell and learned
the viewing would by in the
month of August.
''That•s three days away.

N.1111(•1

last week. -1% hy
they
infornied

•••.11Il

couldn't
Ii

It took her six months to get
her son's high school ring Flack.
She is still %V.( itmg‘for his watch
and wallet ,Nlichael 'Napier
\t -tote' home that • he 1Wougld gold
and silver .1('‘‘I•lry
(.1111S1111.1S
prt'St.'lliS :111(1 other gifts in Israel
for his grandmother and his
sister
Napier arid Jeff( I
said they
will ask the Ar1.11y 141 (11110)10V
ll/lident11.11.(1 _it'lk:(.11'y .111(1 gifts
aniong the families
-We don't core the
of it
— 5 or TiOn.•' Jeffcoat said. ••lt
was purchased by someone for
someone they loved To give it

Good reasons to
roll-over your money
to Republic:
1
?
. 1
,, :T.'",,,,.••

put a damper on smoking. It's
kind of a controversial issue ... a
no-win situation."
State government apparently
has no uniform policy on smoking in state buildings. although
smoking is banned in some
areas such as courtrooms.
Committee Chairman George
Personnel Board Chairman
Parsons refused to discuss the
Philip Taliaferro said he does
report before it was given to the
not believe the board has
board, but he did shed some . autintrity to designate nolight on some of the questions smoking areas throughout state
raised.
government.
"I think our role would be to
For example hould the state- make recommendations,"
try to limit s oking in reception
Taliaferro said.
areas andAtier rooms open to
He' said the board's interest
the publ' The answer may not
was prompted by "a number of
come east
people over the years who have
"This is a tob cco state," Par- - complained about - having
to
sons said, -so e're reluctant to
work next to people who smoke a

L)UISVILLE, Ky
AI' —
The state Personnel Board's
employee advisory committee.is
expected to give the board its
recommendations 'Friday on
designating no-smoking areas in
state buildings.
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1 year
certificate •w0

3 year
certificate

7.50%

Civic Music...
il'ont'd from page 1

• Rate is guaranteed for Full Term
you
choose the term
1 year or 3 years

a patron's party following one of
the concerts
and patron's
names are listed on all
programs.
%% hat kinds of persons become
Patrons of MINA?
There is no clear profile of
- MU-MA patrnits7- These are. the business people, the professional people, the young, the old.
the student, the teacher, the
farmer, the parent, the
secretary, the homemaker — all
who are proud of their community and who want to make a contribution to its excellence.
To all of .tou who have
responded so generously and
fontinue to do so: the MCMA offers their heartfelt thanks. This
year with five big concerts.:
..scIrdA1104,41911A --needs—fffloir
past patrons and many new
ones. They ask the eonlmunity
to join them in this extra effort
for 1986-87. thair 28th anniversary year. ----

• Minimum Balance 55,000
• Federally Insured up to S100.000 by.the
• Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation
Paducah. Kentucky 42001

Murray. Kentucky 42071

(502) 442-9171

(502) 759-1630

Benton, Kentucky 4?025

LaCenter. Kentucky 42056

(502) 527-3193

-

(502) 665-5165

'Rates subject
to change

FSLIC'

Substantiiii 1:venially tor awls
withdrawals We merlePM &OM

to itrifit deposits to "matinee Ws
then $100 000

••••••••••••

REPU
BLIC
SAVINGS

Firefighters
get 22 calls
during July
The Calloway County FireRescue unit answered a total of
22 calls during the month of
July.
Of the total, two calls were
vehicle fire. 14 calls were field
fires and six calls were structure fires.
A total.of 120 man-hours were
involved in answering the fires
during the past'month.

Housing agency
representative
here each month
A representative from the
Purchase Area Housing Corporation will be at the Circuit
Courtroom in the Courthouse
Annex in Murray from 1-3 p.m.
the second and fourth Thursday
of each month beginning Aug. 7,
1986, to accept applications for
the Section 8, Rent Assistance
Program or to answer questions
concerning the program. For
further information you may
contact the Purchase Area
Development District at
753-8325.

.

YV

ta

race. His battle is against Sen.
Paula Hawkins, R-Fla.
Gov. George Wallace, D-Ala.,
won't be at the meeting.
Wallace, who leaves office after
November's election, is staying
away ECAUSE OF POOR
HEALTH. Wallace suffers pain
from a 1972 assassination attempt during his second
presidential campaign. The
shooting paralyzed him from the
waist down.
Much of the planning for the
meeting since October hast
centered on social activities.
Each year, planners try to top
the previous year's
entertainment.
"This group met in Dallas,
and we don't have the glass and
aluminum skyscrapers they
have. They met in Williamsburg
and we're not quite as historic,"
Killian said. "They met in
Miami and we don't have as
much neon. But we are going to
try to outdo them in
hospitality.''
The budget is for about
$350,000 worth of hospitality.
Some 1100.000is tax money sup-..
plied in a special appropriation
by the General Assembly. The
other $250,000 is coming from
registration fees and corporate
patrons.

State Personnel Board to receive
designated smoking areas report

Fp- -‘4144.0001" ""41111110/'
1411111P"'"
--......

away is wrong."
Bill Harralson, deputy public
affairs officer at Fort Campbell,
said he did not know if the Army
would consider their suggestion.
• He said last, week that an
unspecified amount of jewelery
and 200 to 250 other items, such
as T-shirts. novels'and camera's.
were still unclaimed.
They.can come in and say
my son bought this." he said. "-If
no one else has claimed that
piece of property. it will be
awarded to the rightful owner."
He did not say how disputes
would be resolved.
The Army has also not decided
what to do with the donated
money. Harrelson said.
Familie received letters asking
them to vote on whether the
money should be shared among
them or used to build a
Memorial.
"I voted to divide it equally
among the surviving families,"
Napier said. "We would put it in
a memorial fund to help the
athletic trainer prograth at Middletown High School. That's
what Michael would have
wanted."

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (API —
The 600 people expected at the
Southern Governors Association
meeting next week won't set any
records for.attendance, but the
three-day conference will be
among the most lavish ever held
In Charlotte. planners say.
"It's going to be a series of
spectacular events." said Ray
Killian, a Belk Stores Services
senior vice president who's coordinating the host-city activities.
Charlotte is site for the SGA
meeting because Gov. Jim Martin is the group's chairman.
Martin, a former Mecklenburg
County commissioner who
represented Charlotte for 12
years in the U.S. House, announced this year's meeting
would be in Charlotte when he
became chairman in
September.
As chairman. Martin chose
_..the. meeting's theme. _ Traditional Industries in the South:
Their Challenges and Potential.
US. Labor Secretary Williavin
Brock and former Secretary of
,State Alexander Haig, who has
talked about running for president. will speak.
North Carolina's leading
traditional industry._ textiles.
hasbeen hit hard by competition
from imports. The state lost
nearly 40.000 textile jobs between 1980 and 1985.
Martin also has scheduled a
special session on drug abuse.
And two pressing problems —
the drought and nuclear waste
disposal — have been squeezed
onto the agenda.
Martin will lobby the governors to keep the next low-level
nuclear waste repository out of
North Carolina. The U.S.
Agriculture Department's deputy '§ecretary, Peter Myers, will
speak about the drought that has
crippled Southern agriculture
this year. .
Member-states are Alabama.
Arkansas, Delaware, Georgia.
Kentucky, Florida, Louisiana,
Maryland. Mississippi,
Mispouri, North Carolina.
Oklahoma, South Carolina. Tennessee, Texas, Virginia and
%Vest Virginia. Territories
belonging are Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands.
Among the politicians planning to attend are:
—Gov. Edwin Edwards. Dia.. acquitted last spring on
racketeering and fraud charges.
A flamboyant. French-speaking
Cajun. Edwards once told
reporters the only way he could
lose an election was to be caught
in bed with "a dead girl or a live
boy."
—Gov. Bob Graham, D-Fla..
and past SGA chairman, who is
involved in Florida's version of
the 1984 Helms-Hunt S Senate

••
A Ceders*, Wowed Stiv,nos Bar•it
with ovilt St00 000 000 ,n Asset
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lot.".
Workers have claimed their
productivity is cut and in some
cases they have become ill from
exposure to smoke, particularly
from cigars, Taliaferro said.
As a result, the board asked
the committee on July 11 to
sound out state workers on the
subject.
Agriculture Commissioner
David Boswell said he opposes
any move to desikhate no
smoking areas.
"I realize non-smokers have
rights, but smokers have rights.
too." Boswell said. "I think it's
very important that nonsmokers understand that maybe
even their very jobs might hinge
upon the future of tobacco."

State Police nab
125 pot plants

BSSC announces
training program

Kentucky State Police have
confiscated another 125 marijuana plants as a result of an
aerial swoop of the Jackson purchase last week.
KSP public information officer Chuck Robertson said today that the latest group of
plants seized by the state police
were found in an isolated area
along the Ohio River, five miles
from Wickliffe.

The Bluegrass State Skills
Corporation (BSSC) has announced the funding of a
cooperative training program
between Murray State University and various industires in
Western Kentucky.
The BSSC is making $42,500
available for the training of 500
workers in an Advanced Training Program.

Ballard County Sheriff Herbie
Vance assisted in the recovering
and subsequent investigation.
which is being handled by
Trooper Tom Powell.
Last week KSP announCtd the
Iii.1711rP nt
_quantity_ of mari—
juana found in -Graves County.
near the Hickory. community.
State polite used a helicopter
during the two-day sweep of the
area.

An independent public corporation, the Bluegrass State
Skills Corporation was created
and funded to stimulate*
ieonomic development through
prggrams of skills' training to
m'Tet the needs Of business and
144cluatry-r-tifiEg's basic, pkutposeis to improve and promote
employment opportunities for
people throughout the state by
funding cooperative education
and skills training programs.
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Kentucky farmers to hold elections
for farm 'congress' representatives
LEX I NGTON • Ky.
AP
- Kentucky
farmers are meeting
this month to elect
representatives to. the
first -farm "congress,"
which will seek to make
changes in agricultural
policies.
The. representatives
from Kentucky will attend the Ifnited Farmer
& Rancher Congress
Sept. 11-13 in St. Louis,
said Hal Hamilton, a
Henry County farmer
who is coordinating the
effort for Kentucky and
Tennessee.
About a dozen

meetings are heing held
throughout the state this
month anti Hamilton
said it seem
to be
helping.
"So far people seem to
come in
to. the
meeting-s I pessimistic
and conic out optimistic
that there are some concrete solutions and
some unity," he said.
The con Senstis at
meetings in I,ebanon,
Edmonton and
Princeton was that the
1985 farm hill was not
the solution to
agricultural problems.
Hamilton said.

He said farmers want
higher prices from the
marketplace, not more
government subsidies.
Another issue raised
at the reetings is pro
duction and import
quotas_
"People generally are
in favor of production
quotas like we have in
the tobaci•o program
a n d ni o s t have
something to say about
quotas on imports. The
first inclination is to
blame the problems on
our competitors." he
said.
Many of those atten-

South Korean market now open
to American-made cigarettes
I.()I ISVILLE, Ky.
i Al' - An executive
order has opened the
South Korean market to
American -made
cigarettes, but U.S. Sen.
Mitch McConnell said
the goal should be for 10
times the amount allowed by the nation's
president. _
N on -nom e st Ic
cigarette possession will
not be a criminal offense in South. Korea
after Vept. 1, when the
market will be Open to
sales of.. 120 - million
foreign-made- cigarettes. the government announced last week. That
figure Will increase to
10K1 million citiacettes
Jan. 1., 1987,, McConnell
saki.
The SOO-million figure
represents about 1 percent of the Korean
Market, McConnell
said.
"Our goal in Korea is
roughly 10 percent of the
market. One percent of
the market is not our
ultimate goal." the Kentucky Republican said.
South Korea ranks
12th in the world in
ciga tette consumption
and production. Last
year consumption there
was ,an estimated 76
billion cigarettes and
production was 75.3
billion cigarettes. U.S.
epartment of
Agriculture statistics
sInow.
••Summing it all up. if

.

we could get 10 percent
of the market in Korea,
we rontd get S80 mild-elm-a year to the burley
grower in Kentucky."
McConnell said in a
telephone interview
from his Washington,
D.C., office.
However, the opening
of the market is the initial step and would
allow American
cigarette sales several
months earlier than
Korean officials
previously had indicated to him in
private, he said.
March. McConnell
sought to enact trade
restrictions on South
Korea until the counny
opened up its markets to
U.S. products. That action brought several
Korean visitors to McConnell's office and led
to his visit to the Far
East in May, when he
met privately with the
South Korean president.
President Chun Doo
Hwan made two commitments to McConnell
-then: that the National
Assembly during its
June session would pass
laws changing its tobacco monopoly from a
governmetntid entity to
a corporate agency and
that the government
would decriminalize
possesion of American
cigarettes, the senator.
said.
The legislature did not
take the first step, ad-

journing its session until
September. "I was irritated a ad- - ifisajYpointed.'' McConnell
said.
Although he is pleased
with the decriminalization- move, McConnell is
not content with the
stated share.

ding the meetings oppose corporate farming
and are interested in
getting young people' involved in farming, he
said.
f'or'ge' l'ettit, a
C a I ri t• 11
ounty
agribusinessman who
helped organize the
Princeton meeting, said
western Kentucky
farmers were in
desperate need of help.
"1 .see more and more
farmers resentful of
what's happening to
then than I did last year
or two years ago," he
said. -They feel that we
het ve-hr do- so-meth ing - - about price and supply
and that the farmer
can't do it --the govern
ment has to do it."
Hamilton said the congress;"whieh -is-hacked
by Willie Nelson's Farm:Xi(' Inc., will attempt
to - -offer - solutians -ter
farm problems.
Other meetings will
be held in Winchester on
Tuesday: Maysville on
Aug. 11: Eminence on
Aug. 12: Mundfordville
On Aug. 14 and Mount
Sterling on Aug. 15.

Mule ued to plow
Ektifie Meihtftiel ofIndia Road,Paris,•T•tin in
top photo, plows her,two acres of corn using a
mule. "Katie," owned by Bob Cochrum, standing right. of Tobacco community -of Calloway
County. Pictured in side photo is "Katie" waiting
to begin work, Cochrum raises mules. horses,
jacks and jennets on his Calloway farm.

Kentucky hay 'drop in the bucket*

Farmers donate 2,000 tons of hay to North Carolina
CHARLOTTE, N.C.( API - Kentucky farmers
to take to their six beef cattle
outstretcheh a helping hand to North Carolina
"I think it's wonderful hay." White'said "It
with a gift of hay for hungry cattle, but officials
looks like real .good- quality hay We've been
say the 2,000-ton shipment sent by train will last
feeding them tomatoes, bread, cutoff corn
only about two weeks.
anything we could find. This'll save them for two
"This hay is just a drop in the bucket when you
weeks."
consider we may need 2 million tons before this
North Carolina beef and dairy farmers need
crisis IS-through," said U.S. Rep. Alex McMillan,
about 1.5 million tons a hay to carry their
R-N.C., who thanked Kentucky officials on - livestock for one year, but this year's record
behalf of North Carolina Gov. Jim Martin. "But
drought killed half of the 751s,o00 tons of hay pro
it is important."
duced by North Carolina farmers-and-40 percent
The hay left Kentucky via CSX Transportation
of their pastures.
cars Friday and arrived in Charlotte about 4
CSX Transportation donated the use of the
p.m. Sunday. About 20 Kentucky far.rners wearrailroad to help the farmers: members of the
ing blue an& white "KY Hay" caps jumped off
United Transportation I Oion donated their time',
the train and were greeted warmly by 20 North
and Harris-Teeter Inc. donated warehouse room
Carolina farmers.
to store much of the. hay. N.C. Army National
Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture David
Guard troops from Concord were to tiegin Mon
E. Boswell said some of the donated hay came
day trucking most of the hay to 30 (Dann,:
from Kentucky farmers who also have suffered
around the state, said Capt. Jeff Triplettv
in the drought. "We hope if we ever get our ox in
Carroll Cunningham of Shelbyville. Ky
a ditch, the farmers of North Carolina will come
organized the shipment of 71,000 bales two weeks
and help us °LIE"
ago. "We saw on the news media how 'all were
Voyde White of Cherryville was the first
burned up down here, and your crops were
farmer to receive hay from the 114-car "Hay-lo
deteriorating." said Cunningham, a former
Special," believed to be the largest hay train so
farmer and currently a real estate agent.
far to bring aid to stricken farmers. He and fami"Farmers in Kentucky have a big heart and we
ly members loaded 25 bales onto a pick-up truck
wanted to make a good

Farmers w ho less than 30 days worth of hay
stored were eligible to get the free -hay, and
a-bout 20 Mecklenburg and Gaston county
farmers: pulled their trucks up to a line of 30 cars
that had been swili bed off from tihe rest of the
loarl
"When you can't buy hay because there's
ootliing to buy, its mighty nice to get it for free,"
01 riot Metcalf of Bessemer City, who was
loading 25 bales for his four beef cattle. "You
!lay,. to take. What you can get."
Miquall said that even if hay were available
le. it weeiild cost more than $4 a bale, comtor0.red to the' usual SI to $1 50. "It's foolish to buy
ltay for $I a hale' he said. "It's cheaper to shoot
our cattle
Frank Bordeaux, chief economist for the North
(.'arolina, I )epartment of Agriculture, said more
-zhipments of ihinated hay were expected in comlOg weeks
Hut he said farmers probably could only get
..nough to car ry them through the most critical
tune of the drought. - We can give them a shot in
the arni until they make adjustments," he said.
"We're trying to keep them from glutting the
market all at once with distressed stock. But we
don't think by any stretch of the imagination
we•ec.
Tr , keep getting free hay."

In a rarity, hogs are bringing in more money than steers
In .1une, he said, hogs
WASH'N(;TON
AP t
- Preliniinary figures topped steers for only
for July show that hog the second time since
prices in the Midwest the 1970g. In September
ha v e exceeded the' 1982, hogs averaged
market prices of .steers $1.76 per hundredweight
for the second con- more than steers. At
secutive month, a rever- that time, both hogs and
sal ail Agriculture cattle were in the low
bpa rt merit economist $60s range.
Southard, in rioting
says hasn't occurred
the June reversal in the
since the 1970s.
hog-steer price relationLeland Southard of' shipl_ said beef producthe'
epart ent's tion was up 5 percent
E c ono m i
Rese a re h from a year earlier,
Service said the July while pork output was
figures probably will down 14 percent.
average about $60 per
"The price reversal
hundredweight for hogs usually- happens when
at the major markets, market hogs are in compared with around limited supply and cat$58 per 100 pounds for tle are being liquidated.
steers sold on the often because of
Omaha, Neb., market.
drought r'e'duced forage

supplies," he said. "Hog
prices are typically
about three-fourths of
the Choice steer price."
During the 1970s. hog
prices were higher than
steers in 35 out of 55
months from August
1973 to February 1978. a
period when the 1..S

hog inventory was low
and cattle numbers
were at a record high.
Looking at the 1960s.
Southard said that in only three months ecomber . 1965 to
Fehr:oar): 1966 - hog
prices surpassed <leer
prices

Southern States

thidulinel
Farm roofing
that won't rust,
rot, or corrode.

You save when you microwave.

NOTICE TO MEMBERS „
Members of the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association in District
No. 4, Calloway County, (East of the
railroad) will meet at 2 p.m., Saturday,
August 9, 1986, to nominate candidates
for director. The meeting will be held at
Growers Loose Leaf Floor #1, East
Railroad Ave., Murray, Kentucky.

•

Save Time

2Save Money
"
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no 75

03 Save Vitamins and Flavor

*Con be installed directly over old
roofing
*Corrugated Asphalt Roofing
•limited lifefirne Worronty

Saturday, August 23, 1986, polls will be
opened at the some location from 9 a.m.
until 4 p.m. and official ballots will be
provided for members to elect a director for a term of three years.
In the event of one nominee, the elec..
tion will not be held and the election
committee -shall declare the nominee
duly electod.
WEST:AN DARK FIRED TOBACCO
GROWERS ASSOCIATION
Murray. Kentucky

1

$9.47
Per Sheet
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At Ha of Fame induction

After Olympics win,
Ruccio breaks record

McCovey talks
about 'family'
McCovey said afterCOOPERSTOWN ,
ward at a press conAl1 - Willie Mcin a very
Covey did not name the ference. famous names. He nam- calm person and. I
ed the ones that were thought I could -get
through it. but it hit me
important to hint.
The former San Fran- as 1 ,u as up there ... all
cisco Giants star, who the people who helped
..
hit 521 h-ome runs in his me."
Neither of his Hall of
22-year career, was . inducted into baseball's Fame teammates,
Hall ot Fame Sunday. Willie Mays and Juan
the 16th man to be Manchal. were at the
elected in his first year ceremony
of eligibility..
Asked about Mays.
Bobby Doerr 'and the McCovey said the
late Ernie Lombardi absence of the man who
were also eitshringsl..its preceded him so manv
the Hall marked 50 times .in the batting
years since the India- - order did not bother
tam of the:original five , hint.
"I don't get to see my
members
McCovey used the oc- mother too often and
more excited by
cas.ion of.hisunduction to
remembt•r the people that than anyone else."
who helped a teen-ager was his answer.
He thanked his *loyal
_from a family of ._10
Cillidrell in Mobile. Ala.. teammates" as a group.
make it in the big "Some of the them were
closer than others, but
leagues
In a span of two days last week, Mike Ruccio. H. of Murray,finished first in
The man front Mobile all of them are part of
the
high jump at the national A.At. Junior Olympics in Pomona, Calif., and
won the Rookie of the my Giants family." he
at the Bluegrass State Games in Lexington.
Year award in 1959. the said.
McCovey made his at..
-MVP award in 1969. the
Comeback Player of the ceptance speech in a
Year in 1977 and retired light shower of rain.
"Even though it's
as the top left-handed
hi'me run hitter in Na- raining it
still a
tional League history.
perfect kind of day for
TM not sun. how I me," he said.
EXV.'"VC}RE
t iii ha tI OTI uever got -to be known as
Doerr -remernhered
(1- They Wet,
for
Divided in opinion. lialti more . It I riii - $1.69 billion
a II flier when I was stir- that "growing up. I
t'SFL owners niceet to- 'rig ha in. .1 a el;sone I lie.
EV v 1 so. so m k. own,er5.
ounded by so many lov- hoped I could become a
mg people." McCm.-ey major-league ballplayer day to decide the tate ot and Nlentphis leaning
t'it hopittil iii
their troubled league. towar4.1 one of the other continuing.
and then hoped I would
said.
•
But only at sweeping at
. He did not mention a - play in an All-Star game
"I never expected to mandate to (oil-limo.
"The unique thing nal(' this season With the
single of one of his team- and ,the World series.
Iron) all eight owners about 'the
mates by name in his Being inducted in the
said N • F' L s
t'.v
will keep the I .S1-'1_ in Baltimore president anyway." Tampa Bay
Hall of Fame .today -just
speech
business. according to Carl I'eterSi ill. is that Bandits owner IA4' SarInstead it was his -se- tops off all the nice
cond family'• that he things that have ever Com m ssion e r Ha cry we alwilYs seen] to corne tont, said. ••we ;I ry going
t'she r.
out of these meetings to play or we're not •gotalked about a couple happened to me in
-It won't really be a
ntore together:
that helped him find at baseball."
ing to play. and the Banvote,- Usher said. ''It's
"Standing here and
place to stay upon his
dits (• a M e to play
(.:-;111.1'
tht• I
arrival in San Fran. seeing all these Hall of a decision the league
football.
cLsco, a lawyer, a Famers I feel like a boy, will have to make. If its could take one of three
I don't want to___ do
mit a mars--68-veaffold. ----frve to three to play. vou courses of action. They any magic tricks or conminorle a g ue coa
and his first major- he said. "It's just a can't play with five could stop operdlions, sider 15 different opsuspt..nd them tor one tions. We've got to go
to-at Ohs
great thrill to Aee these
league manager.
'It pre-meeting reports seas(in or begin their forwa rd. We're losing
• 'Men who offered fellows and associate
are act- ti rate, owners fourth year ot play - Our credibility."
.friendship. counsel and with them."
t Ea d II lona I
lt'St
Ted Williams. a team- are split exactly in halt
understanding ... " McC”vey began
New -Jersey Generals
After mate who once called on , continuation. They fall 'season.
Last week.. the 1 .SF'1. President .1 e r y
choking hack tears for Doerr "the silent cap- sho‘v the vote as 1-4,
with New Jersey. Tam- won its antitrust suit
several seconds. he con- tain of the Red Sox."
rgovitz V. as equally
Bay. ()Hand() and against the NFL. but god
pa
was
cluded. "and expected
also on the stage
adamant in his feelings.
.Arizona pushing for con- only a token auto a rd iii S::.
nothing in return "
Sunday.
"The NFL thinks we
don't have enough guts.
that we'll just ht. quiet
and 14)1(1 up our tents.
That makes me angry.
Argovitz told the
Washington Post. "We
want to play football:
Wt' want to conipete.
What did we ever do
wrong hut want free
enterprise and spend
$200 million to prove you
can have it?"
If the eight decide to
play a fall schedule play is set to begin Sept.
13 - losses for each
team ‘v ithout a commerical network contract are projected at .$3
million to $5 million

USFL owners deciding
on whether to continue

ROPER
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

Best Deal of
the Season on
the Roper TT16
Yard Tractor

• PITTSBUttGli ,
- His batting stroke
may be on vacation. but
Barry Bonds' defense
never rests.
The Pittsburgh
Pirates' center fielder
wears No. 24 not only in
honor of his Jolly 24 birthday. but . because it
was the same number
worn by Hall of Famer
Willie Mays. the former
San Francisco (;Lints'
teammate of his father.
Bobby.
Bonds' resent blance
to Mays on defense goes
beyond wearing the
same number - just
ask the St. Louis
Cardinals.
Bonds' hack -to-theinfield catch of Curt
Ford's long drive to
center field preserved
Rick Retischers shutout

• insurance
Available

•44-inch mower deck
included as standard
equipment.
•2 vt•ai united warranty

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Reg. $2299.95

'I 5991!

700.00

Repot*ahead*
All Seasons Lawn & Leisure
Murray

Here I
QUALITY
FILM DEVELOPING

753-4110

as the Pirates defeated
the St. Louis Cardinals
and longtime pitching
nemesis Danny Cox 4-0
Sunday.
Cox had beaten the
Pirates seven c on secutive times and was
-1 against them
lifetime, but Reuschel
and Bonds needed little
help from the rest of
their teammates after
te Pirates scored three
runs in the first inning.

(Mats Manager 11'lacy
Herzog.
The victory rewarded
Pirates Manager .1 III
Atyland's patience in
both. the 37-year-old
Reuschel. who is nearing the end of his 15-year
career. and the rookie
Bonds, who is only 22.
Leyland refused to
renuive Reuschel from
his starting rotation
even after the rig ht.
hander lost seven of
eight decisions -at one
point. Leyland also has
stayed with Bonds as his

'Remiche' pitched a
good game, Bonds made
a great catch and that
was about it." said Car- (Cont'd on page 9)

Brother, sister earn
medals at Games
Two local swimmers. Sean and Megan
Malinauskas.awon medals at the Bluegrass State
Games in Lexington over the weekend.
Sean earned a silver medal for being a
member of the second-place freestyle relay team
in the 12 and under boys' division.
Megan earned two gold medals for being a
member of the winning medley and freestyle
relay teams in the girls' 9-10 division and a silver
medal for placing second in the breaststroke.
Sean placed fourth in the 50-meter backstroke
and breaststroke, fifth in the 200-meter individual medley and sixth in the 50-meter butterfly in his age group.
In her age group. Megan finished fourth in the
50-meter freestyle, fifth in the 50-meter butterfly
and eighth in the the 100-meter freestyle.
Swimmers from across the state competed in
the meet.

"2 Prints for
The Price of 1"

Monroe
Matic
Heavy Duty

•Limit one coupon per customer and one
coupon per roll with this ad.
Expires Aug. 11th, 1116

Shocks

4 .6.1 1

90 Days Same as Cash

•

Pirates, Rueschel beat
Cards, stop Cox's string

• Memory

•Durable !F)-Ht
Boggs f, Strati,

205 N. 4th

\ BROW
won because he had
He also credits CCHS
Sports Editor
fewer misses. It was the high jumper Darren McThe word was out at first loss ever for the Cuiston with helping
the national champion- Californian, Mr. Ruccio him.
ships of the AA1.• Junior said.
But it has been his
Olympicg in Pomona.
Ruccio cleared 6-feet father who has spent the
Calif., last Thursday.
pn his 'first jump, put- most time with him There was a big kid
ting pressure on the nearly every day of the
from Tennessee who Californian, who hadn't week this summer.
was. going to be hard to jumped yet, The Califor"I practiced a lot to
beat in the 13-14 year nian cleared 6-feet on get ready for the naolds • high jump his third jump.
tionals." Ruccio said.
competition. -Ruccio made every "Six or seven days a
How good was this big height, starting at 5-2, week, I went to the high
kid? wondered Mike on his first jump except school and made
25
Ruccio of Murray, Ken- 5-8. where he slipped on jumps,jumped rope and
tucky's high jumper in
his first attempt.
ran."
the 13-14 age group, and
At the Bluegrass
Ruccio didn't make
his father, Michael A. Games over the
Ruccio, who Lassgm:
___weekend, auv,gio_woll._.._111911e.._.thaLL.15_ Pimps
pained him to Pomona.
the 13-14 year olds' age day because the leg
They didn't have to division with a jump of muscles need to be
worry.
5-8, a state record for relaxed. said Mr. Ruccio. who used to high _
"It turned out that the that division.
kid they were talking
"There was a kid at jump using the straddle
about was Mike,.".. Mr. the- :Bluegrass....-Games technique...and who has
litieei0 said. smiling.
who cleared 5-feet and researched the Fosbury
•'Everybody had heard thought he won the gold. Flop technique his son
about hint, but_ they had He didnl- realize- that
gotten the state wrong." Mike had passed to 5-2,"
Mike Ruccio. 13. lived
Mr. Ruccio said. "When ' Calloway County
up to his billing, too, Mike got ready to jump athletic director Jim
clearing 6-feet and tak- at 5-2, the kid couldn't Nix located a pair of
high jump shoes - one
ing home the gold medal believe it."
shoe is lighter than the
and national
Ruccio seemingly has
championship.
a chance to break the other - for Ruccio prior
The 6-foot, 4-inch national high jump to the regional Junior
teenager had never record - 6-4 - for his Olympic meet in Incleared 6-feet before.
age. group; he will be dianapolis. Ruccio was
"I knew I could clear competing in the same jumping 5-5 when he got
6-feet, because dad has age group next year, as the shoes.
taken pictures of me at he doesn't turn 14 until
Because he is the na_practic.e _clearing 510 September. - tional-champion. Rurcirr
with enough room .to
Since he started high has an automatic.- bye
clear 6-feet." Ruccio jumping in the .seventh for the
Junior
said. It helped me a lot grade. Itticcio has imOlympics next "year. He
at the nationals to have proved by about a foot.
plans en-taking
someone plait me. I he says.
time off. • then working
usually don:t have
Calloway county
out two or three days a
anyone -who goes with
School track coacli week until basketball
meaftiir a few jumps.Bill Miller has worked
practice starts. He
A 14-year-old high with Ruccio on his hopes to
do some high
jumper front California technique, as has high. jumping
on weekends
also cleared 6-feet at school coach Stan
once basketball practice
Pomona. but Rocca) Simmons.,
begins.

Snap Shot
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Fall from truck kills athlete;
Ashford pulls away in 100
HOI'STON
AI*4 —
world mark of Ill
either The pain has gothurril.• Harvey Glance
The final day of the t
seconds two years ago, ten worse.
in the men's 100 meters.
Olympic Festival seem- trailed
early, then burst
'I'm extremely disapTonle Campbell in the
ed almost insignificant ahead
at 40 meters, Her pointed. I really wanted
110 hurdles as favorite
after the early-morning winning
time was 11.09 to jump here.''
Greg
Foster hit the first
death of javelin thrower seconds. .
is seconds
Lewis said he planned
two hurdles and stopped
Bob Roggy. But the per- slower
than her fastest to take a month off to runnin
g and Olympic
formances of gymnast time this
year, but she rest his leg, which might champion
Roger
Kristie Phillips and was satisfi
ed.
may require ar- Kingdom finishe
d fifth,
sprinter Evelyn Ashford
Carl Lewis was forced throscopic Slirgery
Karin Smith in the
should not be forgotten.
With Lewis out. Larry
women's Javelin. Carol
The seventh Festival to drop out of the long
Myricks- won the long
Lewis. Carl's sister in
and first under its new jump with a sore left
jump at 27 feet. Ulf, in- the t.vorhen's long. junip
name was the most suc- knee.
ches. Myricks was the •Syriney Maree in i
cessful of all, with near"I injured it a little last
person -to beat
1.500 in a meet record
ly 350.000 people atten- more than a month
ago Lewis in the event five
::39.05 after he swill HA
ding. It ended Sunday and it's gotten
worse years ago
from the 5,111io meter, ,it
marred by tragedy since then," the
fourOther track winnerti the last minute. 18,,,g
when Roggy. one of the time gold medalist
at were 19s4 Olympic Padilla in the
'met::
worlds best javelin the 1984 Olympi
cs said. champion 13en_ita 5.00o.
anti Doug Nord
throwers, fell out of the "It's been swelling,
too, Fitzgerald-Brown in the quist cii the high Jump
t
bed of a pickup truck, and that's not
good. WO men's 100-rneter 7-7
struck his head on the
Boston Red Sox hurler Roger (lemens goes
after his 18th win tonight against the Chicago
White Sox. pavement and died.
Clemens, 17-3, lost his last start, as he was
ejected in the fifth inning for butinping an umpire
Roggy, 29, was one of
while pro
five people traveling in
the truck. Two other
athletes here to compete (Cont'd from page 8)
said -They can get to a V ersion ii I iA h
.1 I
in the Festival were in
starting center fielder, lot of balls out there •
happened
the truck — Ken Flax of
even though'the rookie's
(>ruslak and Ifunt_i.
'They t.t:HVe-- ,
t WingtItt:
San Francisco, who won
England wit e I m fu
batting average has also got to.Cox in the a magic wand.w
he sail
the Bea r
lip Where
the
hamme
r
throw,
around throughout the
and
AP — On a night when favorites, forced
dropped to .211_
Pirates' first as 1)rith •'Everything I threw
four they left off last season. :0
ii
javelin thrower John
-•hour game.
the •'Star-Spangled Ban- turnove,rs an
.7Rick Reuschtl_was_ :7zillgjeo
d_inunetha.te, the .first_nming
ti s h ti t _when-they-lost---just-emre
fcrt
Tulinof
N'ew
-R-OthelIe
wasTiften a-key
ner" 14 as booed; SOccer down the Cowbo
the least of my worries.' ly stole second. Ortist,tk and they hit it
ys of - and had the NFL's
in the
The other two people in
to the fans demeanor.
songs filled the air and a tense whenever
Leyland said. •'He had scored on Minds' sing I.• right place That
it got dominant defense.
was
all
the
truck
were Kevin
Vhen the .American
streaker hit the turf, near the goallin
outstanding control to- and the -Pirates mad.- it they needed bet..aus
e. The
t•
Chicago sacked national anthe
Edwar
ds
of
Galves
ton,
why shouldn't a Cowboys, meanw
m
was
day, but the biggest dif- 2_41 when Johnny Ray Rick Het:1st-het pitche
hile. Dallas quarterbacks
d
a
Texas,
who
played before kickoff, a
was driving. ference now from
308-pound running back held the Bears
before follow-ed with a double super ball game
to 251 t h re e times a n d
and
Mike
Collin
s
smatte
of
score a touchdown"'
ring
of boos aris that the ground balls to right field
yards total offense.
P. I
Reuschel. 4-11 at OIJ
pressured them • 'con- corn pa nied
Actually, William
it. "God Houston, both friends of
he's giving up are going Reynolds' sat ritn
The worst was a gag - stantly.
fly point. doesn't believe hiTh e He a r 5.1 vi' the que'en'' was the athletes.
The Ref rig era tor'
to somebody instead of acco ii n t
gle of mistakes that are defense
r t hi- ts pitching that mu* h
scored the sung with vigor.
The incident just inPerry's one-yard scor- common in
going in the hole. He's l'in'ate's' final run
better now than when he
prsea son game's first toucho
wn
IVhen play began to side the main entrance
ing strut was among the games. especi
getting the luck of the
couldn't win for losing
ally the on a 48-yard runback of
to
Cardin
the University of
als Manager
get tepid at the start of
1110 re co m mon pl a ce
draw."
first one, but which left a fumble
recovery by" the second half, the fans Houston, was declared
IVhitey Herzog sant the
events Sunday as pro portions of
"They're hitting tha•
the crowd strong safety
Reuschel. 7-12. failed two quick steals by ball
Da V I' t(11)k up soccer songs. an accident by Universifootball returned to chanting.."Bori
at guys instead of in
ng. bor- Due rson, .and Perry
fit dably -Here \Vt. Go," ty Park campus police. to allow a runner past Oruslak and Ray cer- the ,hole." he Said. -I'm
Britain.
ing." toward the end.
thett
_ capmetl
littlt ditty who said there wasno second base in pitching tainly didn't help Cox, throwing more strikcs
The- Chicago—
IWe
ii--- mance with -his T1)
his second shutout of the 5-9.
osoallY saved for games evidence of any ilbeat the ttallas Cowboys ferent." .Bears
than I was throwing ii
Coach
Steve Fuller, who im-olving the nation
legalities. Edwards season and the 20th of
'He didn't hold run- the past hut: no.
17-6 in ari NEL exhibiton Mike !Atka
al
1 don t
said of the replaced .1i in \Wall
passed a breathalyzer his career. After strik- ners on very well.•' Her- feel like I'm
in) tea hi.
opener billed .a s English'. fans.
. pitchni.,c
**They're at quarterback to start
ing
out
five
and walking zog s
. aid. "Guys were that much better
With the game win - test.
A-merican Bowl 'Si;, the entitled to
.
or
their own °pi- the second quarte
Roggy was. the top- two, he said he feels running for second even- W Oise,''
r. ding down and Chicago
latest attempt to show - Mons. though
."
directed a drive to the to
very
comfor
table pit- before - he threw theback. a pair of ranked javelin thrower
Bonds' full -speed
England what big-time
Torn l.a red ry
h
Cowboy 1 -yard linc, goin the world in 1982 with ching when Bonds is ball."
hitt.
Irani's
drives
catch
football is all about.
EllSidt'
rohbed Curt Void
Cowboy coach.. said the jng
playing center field and
the -final 11 yams'on the • 211. the streak
(7ox, who was lifted on an extra-base
er a 'toss 'of- 314 feet. 4 inhit
fads had reason to get a rollout
Joe Oruslak is in right.
.J /aka then in- appeared .
after the tInrci. inning with two out
ches. He was ranked
Mo• re than 52,000 tans, down on
and a runhis team.
serted
"Those guys cover a with it sprained ankle. ner on
Perry at-running
Running naked onto a first in the Uriited States
including a large group
second in the Cat "It wasn't as good a
lot of ground,•• Brost hel had a slightly -different (finalhack.
playing field was a fad in 1978, '79. '81 and '82.
of Americans but com- game
' sixth.
as I thought we'd
Fuller handed the hall in the United States
On Saturday, Roggy
prised mainly of soccer - play."
a
he said.
to the Fridge and when 'decade ago. Here
finished fifth in the
and cricket -loving
ft
is
Of all of the players on
no hole opened, Perry enjoying a
Britons. packed the
rebirth, Festival javelin
field — anti prac- just kept pushin
g until
usually involving young competition.
Wembley Stailium for tically
all of the 5(1-plus Ile w'as over
Fourteep-year-olds
the
women at cricket matthe match, and they saw membe
rs of each squad
goalline.
ches. At Wembley. the Phillips. of Baton
the best and worst of the saw
action — Perry was
\t ii p
s
Rouge. La.. and Phoebe
subject was male.
sport.
the one many of the fans thrtnighout
the day left
Ile burst from the Mills of. Houston
The best was on had
come to see. He did
the Wembley I it- Id
west stands in- the final dominated the gymdefense. The Bears, last not
let them down.
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
soggy, and a mist that quarter .trut
year's Super Bowl
was caught nastics before a sellout
The.• secorid-yea r occasionally
changed to
well before he reached crowd of 15.630 at The
chanipions anti the Overdefensive tackle helped
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
steady rain stuck
Summit. Phillips won
the playmg surface
gold medals in the vault.
•
balance beam and floor
901 SYCAMORE
num", otrart;''
LINDY SUITER
753-8355
exercise. Mills finished
second to Phillips in the
BASEBALL STANDIN S
vault and floor exercise
Al' I --Next stop, Nabetter weekends in the
Dodgers Z. Redo. 1
tkvo games over .500 and won her first gold
tional League playofis history
AMERILAN LEAullE
• of the Montreal
Orel Hershiser arm sitn-e Sept. 29, 1954.
East Chrtstort
medal of the Festival in
for the joyriding New
Expos," Manager Huck Ken Howell teamed I ma ...::
Taesclo s Games
• L
Pt
,s8
the
uneven
_ltrtie
s_4,.(i
bars.
iants
2
York Mets.
-ltodgt-r's said.
f o 1' -ilitte 1' as
s
ll,
The
vid
four-d
Palmer and
ay gymThe Mets continued to
The last time the Angeles won its seventh Gene
(lather combined nastics program drew a
coast Sunday. beating teams
met back in late straight game. Cincin- on a six-hitter
, helping Festival record 47,274.
Montreal 4-3 in 10 inn- June. the
Expos manag- nati lost for the sixth Atlanta end
At the track, where
its
fourings for a three-game ed to
whittle New l'ork•s consecut ive time,
game losing streak.
Jackie Joyner set a
hest De..s.oe
sweep that knocked the lead to
MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
eight games.
The I hnigers matched
Ozzie Virgil hit a solo world record in the hepExpos out of second
Montreal won two out of their' longest winning homer
and I /ale Murphy tathlon on Saturday,
AMERICA% LEAC,uE
place in the NI. East.
three against the Mets streak of the season by added, a pair, of RBI Ashfor
d blazed to vicin their first two series sweeping the three- singles
as Braves broke tory in the 100-meter
New York leads the of the
year and seemed game series from the San Franci
sco's three- dash.
division by 17 1 2 games confident
atJ,day s Games
it could convisiting Reds
Ashford, who set the
game witming streak.
over the new. runner- time to close
the gap_
The Dodgers are now
upS, the Philadelphia
That has all t•hanged 59-52. They have not
Phillies. Montreal since then.
been over .500 since the
limped OW 01 New York
In other Ni. games. third game of the
181 2 games behind and • Philadelph
ia beat season.
S-Aay s Uames
minus shortstop Hubie C h t- a g o
ft - 2 , 1_os
radre.
.5.
Brooks and ca tcher Angele
Astro% 1
s defeated ('in Steve (la rvey and
Mike Fitzgerald. who cinnati
2-1, San Diego
Graig Nettles hit conwere both injured Fri- stopped
Houston 5j1.
secutive home runs that
day night and may miss Pittsburgh
downed St.
led San Inept. over
the rest of 'the se.ison.
Monday s Games
Louis 3-0 and Atlanta
We'd like to have the opportunity to show yo,
'
,Houston and In-like the
'It was not one of the beat San
Francisco 4-2.
what we mean with quality mr State Auto
Astros• three-game ‘‘ in
NI
,J-7 insurance
protection and service Call
streak
:LCompanies
Nettles' two -run
us today
bonier in the second inning was his 15th ot the
SiNIS'On ci rui 353rd of his
oesd.ly
career. moving him into
Al'Slumping tered. the Detroit Tigers
Agents
. 24th place on the all407 Maple
players of ten go from
Dan McNutt
10-1.
time home run list, one
southsitie of the Ci Square
Bill Thurman
the major leagues to the
The 24-year-old Mor- ahead of Frank liowa rd.
Pete Purdom
753-4451
minors. Russ Morman man, brought up
Four pitches later.
from
did it the other way.
Buffalo of the Class Garvey ciamet•ted for
NATIONAL LE ALAJE
"I was just glad to AAA American
E ast,D.r.s.on
Associa- his 15th home run
break out of a slump. 1 tion to replace
injured Gravey added a two-run
hadn't had a hit,in about first baseman
Greg single in the eighth.
GM QUAUTY
a week-and:a-half," Walker. single
PhilIie Ii, Cash%
d in his
SERVI
CE PARTS
Morman said Sunday first at-bat in the
Mike Schnutit hit a'
second
after a spectacular inning.
West D•stsoon
GlIma/Li MOTOIPS COIPPONATION
three-run homer that
debut in which he went
Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts
He opened a six-run broke an eighth -inning
3-for-4 and became the fourth inning
with an up- t i .e and sent
seearill player in history per deck home
Philadelphia ove r
11111 Olt
to
.13.vo-444.s. in-au hiser,-Rittuty 0'N-eat and Chicago
Sehreder %flame, inning in his first big- capped it with
The Phillies raised
a 11111 league game as the scoring single
their record to 5'2
the
off Jim
Chit-ago White Sox hat
Slit ton
first lime they'\ •• been
• v. N.,
.I

•

Bonds'glove helps Buc-s

—

Bears' defense stops Cowboys

•

I

SCOREBOARD
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Mets knock Expos out of second

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY IS
A GOOD AGENT

A

White Sox rookie
gets 2 hits in inning

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT

•

7 I 110-.0,..•

TRY US
BEFORE YOU BUY!
We
do olrIv nes of muff-lot r epoer & ,nstollot,ori

Gerrald Boyd's Auto
Repair & Service Center
514 S. 12th St.
753-1750

\

,‘,

1986 MAZDA

I r

Sunday s uarees
• .,

\ I

,

I

3-Sorted Transmission,
15,XX X mules, White In color.

5
.

$6,100.00

Monday S ("arr.,
,

DWAIN_ _
MIAM;HARML
APNEA
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC. el4404t
733-1917

941 9. ellorroy

=ALMS

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

AREinermiesemple
"1

7 7"."11.4"
•

'
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FA(bid.S

MONDAY, AUGUST 4, IMO

Your Individual
Horoscope

(Conn,from page.5)

Tuesday. Aug.
Corporation
of Delta Omega Chapter
of Alpha. Omicron l'i
social sorority extends
an invitation to all area
altiii MI to meet with
t tient at 7 • 30 p.m. at The
Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
— — — —
Laity and Ministers'
meeting will be at 7 p.m_
in Fellowship Hall of
First Baptist Church.
— — — —
Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and Tv -oYear olds at 9:30 a.m.
and Story liours at 10.30
a.m. and 3 - 3o p iii
— — ——
A Social Security
represen tat 1Ve will he at
Millet! Courthouse An.
flex troll) 10 a flu to
noon
_FIOUSI.ig

ween the. Lakes will inHealth Express of
clude Name That
Murray -Calloway County Hospital will be Piney - Animal at 9:10 a.m. and
LBL Wildlife at 1:30
Campground iii LB[_
p.m. at Woodlands
from 10 a.m to noon and
Nature Center; Iron Inat Paris Landing State
Park from 1:30 to 3:30 dustry at 10:30 a.m.. and
1 : 30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-18.50.
— — — —
Wednesday. Aug. ii
Diet anti Diabetes will
Hazel and Douglas
meet at 2 p.m in third
floor classroom of Centers will he open
Murray-Calloway Coun- from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m
for activitit•s by senior
ty Hospital.
citizens.
— — — —
— — — — .
AA will meet at S p.111
ps o t
Mission g
at American Legion
tit:tiding, South Sixth Cherry Corner Baptist
Church will tut•el at 7
and Maple Streets.
p mum at church
— — — —
"Sing Out. I't'n
Mission groups iii
tuckv!'' will be
presented at s p.m. at Flint Baptist l'hurcli
ill meet at 7 p
Kentuc ky I)a m State
church..
Resort Park.
— — — —
— — — —
Potluck supper and
Events in Land Bet pounding for the IZev.
i,ind Mrs .lint's SIM_mons anti children vk
he
t
;to
m
at
einori.il
a it t
t
Chun

be at MUrray Country
Club with persons to
make tip own groups.

Frances Drake

DR.GOT1'

f:17)
7
'
154 115.\
4"'

Peter
Gott, M D

Seventh annual Betty What kind of day win tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
Shepard Memorial Golf
FOR TUESDAY. AUGUST 5, 1986
Tournament will start
Be Sure to accept invitations. Your
ARIES
at 9 a.m. at Oaks Counpartner. though, is the apple of your
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
try Club.
eye.
— — — —
Nix mixing business and pleasure
PISCES
"Hazzle-free" at present, but you should go out for
Mew
registration for seniors recreational reasons. Creative types (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
DEAR DR. GOTT — My present
Friends
could
prove
distracting
on
important
make
new
contacts.
will be from 9 a.m. to
weight is 115 pounds and I am 5 feet 5
your
when
this
day
concentration
noon anti for Juniors TAURUS
should be on career goals. Complete I would like to gain a few pounds.
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Pit
t rum I to 4 p ni. at Mur
since I'm most comfortable at l2current assignments.
The accent is on home and family.
ray High School.
YOt r BORN TODAY are sometimes 128. I feel nauseated a lot, have no apOut-of-town guests would place a
——— —
the conservative, and sometimes the petite and am exhausted all the time.
strain on you now. Creative financing
Events at Calloway
rebel. -You need excitement in your Is there a medical reason for this (I
is the key factor regarding property
l'ublic Library will inwork and also self-discipline to make am not anemic)or is it simply due to
interests.
bad eating habits?
clude Parents am: Twos GEMINI
the most of your capabilities. Without
DEAR READER — Nausea, loss of
a SCUM. of purpose, you'll tend to
at 9:30 a.m. and Story (May 21 to June 20)
appetite and exhaustion raise the posThere may he strings attached in
drift. It is important that you believe
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
sibility of a medical condition. Many
business dealings now, so be Callin what you are doing. You have
3.:10 p.m.
tious.
But
ill
personal
relationships
creative talents and can succeed in different diseases can cause the
— — — —
symptoms you describe. Get checked
express
yourself
YOU
well.
the
business world too. You Usually
Health Express of
by a doctor. Even if you simply have
CANCER
well
do
financially.
Birthday
of:
Niurray-Calloway Coun(June 21 to July 22)
Robert Taylor, actor; John Huston, an eating problem, a physician may
ty Hospital will be at
New financial or work opportuni
film director; and Guy de Maupas- be able to straighten out the situation
Chestnut Hills Shopping ties are exciting. but in other money
and help you feel better.
sant. writer.
center, m urra y. limn 9 dealing.s you need to exercise care.
DEAR DR. GOTT
daughter
C 1966 King Features Synclucate. Inc
is only 7, but when she sweats she gets
to 11:30 a m. and 1 to 3
Be vigilant.
a terrible perspiration odor. I bathe
_ A.m..
_LED
—her every night—Com the 3641110(July 23 to Aug. 22)
— — — —
Two escapees are
causing this problem? What can I do
You're the center of attention now,
. Bereavement Support
for her?
our
.etroup will meet al 9::10 but while you're basking in
recaptured, one
DEAR READER — Body odor can
and Living with glory, be sure not to let work slide.
a
be a difficult problem. Rather than
t
co
r.„ y
n
Evening
promises
exciting
romance.
Diabetes will meet at 2
switching soaps and experimenting
still hying sought
Group -will meet at to p.m_..latith in third floor VIRGO
on your own, fake your daughter for
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
a.m. at First• United classroom of Nturra yan examination by a pediatrician. •
By The Associated Press
Though you're tempted to indiscre▪ NI et lit )(list Church.
Calloway Co out y tion today, you're probably
Two of the three escapees That way, you can get some expert
better off
— — —7
professional advice.
lospita I.
with some peace and quiet.- CC otainue -from -the- Knox County jail in
First Presbyterian
DEAR DR. GOTT — I am meno— — — —
with innovative home'changes.
Barbourville have been recappausttl and have systemic allergies,
Church will not have
"Sing Out. Ken - LIBRA
tui tvd, authorities said.
but am basically a pretty upbeat sort
choir rehearsal tonight. toe k y!
will be (Sept.23 to ori.22)
The three escaped on Satur- of person. The problem
is that I get so
Thing: will tend to get out of hand
— —— —
presented at s p.m. at
day by using a screwdriver and exhausted that I have to use a cane
l•nit ed Methodist Kenlake State Resort if you're pkinning to entertain. Enjoy
homemade knife. They got away
Have you ever heard of someone rethe company of friends, but preferYouth h'ellowship and
l'ark.
in
a car belonging to a deputy
acting to the change of life this way? I
ably away from 110tttt• bait.
Choir Practice•will he at
— — ——
jailer..
take estrogen.
L.ke a good neighbor,
7 - 10 p m. at South PleaEvents in Land Bet- .SCORPIO
DEAR READER — Menopause
Jerry Garland. 23, of Cannon,
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
State Farm is there
C4
E
ween the Lakes will ins a mit Grove United
was captured early Sunday mor- can cause weakness and loss of enerCareer activities are highlighted,
Methodist Church.
clude Wildflower Basics
gy in some women. These complaints
ning in Barbourville. Kelly
- — — —
at 9:30 a-m. and 1.1i1.. but sign no papers in haste. Be alert Honeycutt, 39. of
..s Boa,
” ncyc,
aren't common, but they can occur.
Bell
County.
The estrogen you are taking should
Ladies' day golf will 1Vildlife at 1:30 p.m. at to opportunities for improving was captured
Saturday night
counteract the menopausal sympWoodlands Nature income. Try something new.
after
two
Bell
County
residents
SAGITTARIUS
toms, so I think you need a thorough
Center; Iron Industry at
held him at gunpoint in Swan (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
medical evaluation to make sure
111: 30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
You're right to want to Oxplort• new pond. police said.
.there isn't another cause for your
at The Homeplace-1850; places. but keep costs to reasonable
Then third escapee, JaIlleS
SPECIAL:
problem. Thyroid deficiency, anemia
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and
limits. However,don't be suckered by Peters. 45. of Knoxville. Tenn., and glandular
Large Hambulger,
imbalances can cause
p iii. at Golden Pond come-on advertisements.
was 4.1(I,at large.
exhaustion, as can a host of medical
French Fries &
Visitor Venter.
CAPRICORN
In a not her
four, ills.,Ask your gynecologist to refer
s' Medium Drink
(Deei 22-tei
prisoners _from the Madison you to an internal-medicine diagnostiYou need extra care regarding
cian — 'and please let me know the
President Abraham investments and the use of credit. A County jail were capturvi short
outcome.
Lincoln died April 15, confidential tip, though, is Worth ly after they .got away on Satur
Be informed about prescription
1S45, in a Washington further investigation. Keep insurance day,'officials said.
Special Good Aug 4 9
drugs: Send for Dr. Gott's new Health
boarding house across policies in order.
• . They were identified as Eddie
Report. CONSUMER TIPS ON MEDfrom Ford's Theatre, AQUARIUS
Armstrong. 21; Charles Bryant. ICINES. Far your copy. send $1 and
(Jan.
20
to
Feb.
18)
where ht. had been shot
21 ; Vernon 1.ee l'arker Jr., 22 your name and address to P.O. Box
753-0045
Chestnut St. Murray
Couples should take advantage of anti Robin Freeman, 20. All are
the night before by John
91428. Cleveland, OH 44101-3428. Be
the opport 'y to make new friends. from Berea
Wilkes Roth.
sure to mention the title. -

Have physician
check symptoms

-_My

"See me for all
yourfamily
insurance needs."
Jane
Rogers
753-9627
201 S 6th
(STATE FARM
410
1
CC(OZD
INSURANCE
t

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q
Burgers

lek

JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER

ivolf•

#,Af

Sizzling Summer Sale
Entire Selection of Order-In Carpeting
Styles:
Philadelphia
World
$ 1 00 $ 1 50
Off
Diamond
Coronet
Retail Price Per Sq. Yd.
Columbus Mills
Queens
(Cut or roll)
Galaxy

In-Stock Merchandise Sale
Short Plush Carpeting
$699
Starting at

Heavy Plush Carpeting

Staring at $

ATTENTION: Why Buy DeVoe Paint?
READ!
DeVoe Paint is the oldest leading paint in America. Our paint goes
through 29 different, difficult tests before being sold to you. Consumer guide tested to be #1 assures you of quality products. Try
DeVoe once, Satisfaction guaranteed.

De-Vo-Ko Wonder-Speed
Interior Latex Semi-Gloss
Enamel
• White or
Soft White

99 Sq Yd

Devoe
r-Shieki

Starting at

Economic Hi-Low
Shag Carpeting

Sq Yd

4.0 Exterior
Acrylic
Latex Flat

13

Exterior

Gal

Acr‘liC
PI

rate S3 50
.ctatom Colors

Latex
House Peot
P

II

Sightly Higher

BIG SAVINGS
Automotive Carpet
and
Artificial Grass
- In Stock — Many
Colors to choose from!
•

1 399

Gallon

16
Save

Sq Yd

Starting at

Sq. Yd. & Up

$

wmder_shiek!

99

S

Nint

$'69

•White or
Soft White
•Custom
Colored

Devoe

$

$399

12 Foot
Rubber Back
Commercial Carpet

9
2
__ 9Gallon

Sq Yd

$'99

Hi-Low Shag Carpeting

1

$

Wonder Tone
Interior Latex Flat
Wall Paint

For A Longer Lasting
Devoe
Finish, Specify
Pabst
Devoe Paints
Kirsch Custom
Made Blinds

40% Off
Mini Blinds,
Woven Woods
& Pleated Shades

WHEN
IT'S WORTH
DOING RIGHT!

In Stock
No Wax Vinyl
Floors.
12 Ft. Width
$/99
710 Sq. Yd. & Up

In-Stock
Wallpaper
$ 1 50$ R99
V

Single Roll

JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

753-6660

Sale Ends August 16, 1986

No....1•1•10••••411111••••••••••••••8••••••11,

-
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OBITUARIES

Gardie Smith
Gardie Smith, 88, of
West View Nursing
Home died Sunday at
9:22 p.m. at Murray.
Callnway County
Hospital. He had worked for Kentucky
Highway Department.
Born Dec. 3. 1897. in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
James Isaac Smith and
Mary Cook Smith.
He is survived by two

brothers. Denny P.
Smith. 1605 Sunset
Blvd., Murray. and Toy
Smith, Rt. 3, Murray;
several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 5
p.m. today (Monday,.

George Quincy Adams
George Quincy
Adams, 60, of Rt. • 7,
Murray, died Sunday at
5:40 p.m. at Veterans
Hoppital, Memphis,
Tenn.
A farmer, he was a
----Veteran ofWor44:141.-14eserved in Northern
France and received
two bronze stars, victory medal and
American Theater
ribbons.
He was a member of
Salem Baptist ehurch
and had formerly taught
a Sunday School Class
there.
Born Sept. 28, 1925, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Albert Adams and Vera

Atkins Adams.
Survivors include one
sister, Mrs. Molena
Armstrong. Rt. 7, Murray; half brother,
Robert (Bob, Adams,
Farmington, Mo.; one
Geurin. Rt. 5. Murray;
three nephews. Bobby
Armstrong, Rt. 7, Murray. Jerry Armstrong,
Rt.. I. Sedalia. and
Donald Armstrong. Rt.
7, Mayfield.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock.
Coleman Funeral
Home. Burial will follow
in Salem Cemtery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 1
p.m. Tuesday.

Born Jan. 24. 1894, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Joseph Ballard and
Nancy Isabel Grant
Ballard.
She also was preceded
in death by one
daughter. Mrs. Ophelia
Mayer. and two sons,
Everton Dodd and
Ronald Dodd.
Mrs. Dodd is survived
by four daughters, Mrs.
Winburn (Odelle Alton

Mrs. Loraine Hatcher
Mrs. Loraine Hatcher, 74, of Rt. 2. Murray. died loftay at 9:40
a.m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.

Final rites for Mrs.
Mary Lee Clayton were
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris,
Tenn. The Rev. Coy
Garrett officiated.)
Burial was in Itlazel
wife was the late Mrs.
M anon Charlton Cemetery.
Mrs. Clayton, 79.
Grogan.
Puryear, Tenn., died
He is survived by one
daughter. Mrs. Fay 'Thursday at West View
Hughes. Pataskala,
Ohio; four sons, Bill
Grogan, Mem. Ariz..
Max drogari. Holiday.
Fla., Gerald Grogan. El
Campo. Texas, and
Jack, Grogran, FOrsom,
Calif.
Also surviving are
CIUDAD JUAREZ.
three sisters, Mrs. Lula
exrco
Al'I White and Mrs. Edna
Thousa
nds of opposit ion
Parker. Murray. and
Mrs. Ellen Prince, party supporters hlockParis, Tenn.; three ed two bridges- linking
brothers. _Guthrie Mexico anti the United
Grogan. Gilbert Grogan States to protest alleged
and Dewey Grogan. government.inst II itt'd
Murray; nine fraud in the Chihuahua
state elections.
grandchildren.
The action. IA ha Ii
begiin. Sunday anti continued todaY, wits tlw
fourth such protest ill
was the son of the late three weeks by the NaWalter Wyatt and Belle tional Action Party. or
PAN. ‘vhich lost the
Shelton Wyatt.
h i h u.i h u it gLi Iii' r He is survived by his
wife. Mrs. Susie natoriul race, all II
Hargrove Wyatt; three legislative seats anti
daughters. Mrs. Sadie out 01 i17
,Dennis, Atlanta, Ga.. to' the riding
and Mrs. Virginia Mer- tional Revolut lona
rick and Mrs. Debbie Party m the .luly i.
Boyd. Cadiz; five sons. voting.
Wesley Wyatt and „JimThe blockade began at
my Wyatt. Murray, Bil11 p.m. EDT Sunday
ly Wyatt and Johnny following a PAN rally in
Wyatt, Cadiz, and Lloyd downtown Ciudad
Dale Wyatt, Juarez anti was to last
Hopkinsville.
45 hours. said Gustavo
Also surviving are two
Flizondu
sisters, Mrs. Monon
Hargrove. Kansas. and
Mrs. Jetta Sells. Murray: one brother.
Aubrey Wyatt. Murray;
22 grandchildren; nine
great-grandchildren.
•Medicare
Supplements
NOTICE
Up to 100% part B for
We Haul White
Doctor Bills, including
Coldwater Gravel
office visits and nursing
and Dirt.
•Home Policies for
Custodial
11K STUMP REMOVAL
•Intermediate or
Mechanically removed
Skilled Care
24" Deep.
'No Age Limit
Free Estimates

Protesters
block bridge
after election

Lloyd Helton Wyatt
Services for Lloyd
Helton Wyatt were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz.
The Rev. Terry Mitcheson officiated.
- Burial was in Barnett
Cemetery in Calloway
County.
Mr. Wyatt, 71. Rt. 2,
Cadiz. died Friday at
4:15 p.m. at Jennie
Stuart Medical Center,
Hopkinsville.
He was a World World
II Army veteran and a
retired employee of
Tennessee Valley
Authority. He was
preceded in death by
one daughter, Martha
Nell Wyatt, in 1948.
Born Feb. 4, 1915, in
• Calloway County. he

Hog market
Federal State Market Seas Set
vice August 4. 111411
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 41 Buyin g
Stations
Receipts: Act. Mil Fat, 700 Harrow.
Oills .54-.75 higher SOYA 50 higher
I'S 1-2 220-250 lbs
$82.50 42.75
1.2 204 no
VS 2-3 no no lb.
Ira 3-1 250 270 lb.
Sows
US 1-2 270 350 lb.
irs 1-3 300 450 lb.
US 1-3 450 500 lb..
VS 1.3 0%er 500 lb..
VS 14 SOO 500 lb.,
Roars $42.0044.50
(13

fen 10.00

300.30412.50
$10.00 42.50
141.00 02.00
$0.00 52.00
141.00 52.00
$44.00 51.50

151.00 54.00
$44.00 0.00

or
435 4319 Bob Kemp Jr

Hello,
stranger!
Searching for answers to all those who/
what/where questions about your new
city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
it's my job to help you get over the hurdles
of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info. Advice on reliable businesses
in your new neighborhood. And more.

Call
Tony Montgomery
Insurance
753-7419

Bel-Air Shopping Center

1200

75

055

STONE- NG CO.
Hearing Aid Center
206 S. 4th, Murray

Coats, Dresses, Suits
Each
Trousers, Skirts,
It
Sweaters & Sport Coats
Each
Prices Good 08-04-86 Thru 08 09 86

100

August Tanning Special
1 Tanning Session • $2.99
3 Tanning Sessions
$7.99
5 Tanning Sessions
$12.99
-- -Call -71511-8477-- -

The Tropics
901 Coldwater Road

ificome gn

committee on Latin America.
said on ABC's "Good Morning
.America," ''This activity is
outrageous. It certainly should
be tracked down and investigated fully by the FBI and
Other responsible authorities."
ABC said it has been told by
administration officials that the
intelligence leak to Chile's
military junta has had an immediate. negative effect on C.S.
intelligence gathering operations in Chile. -1
Helms, a critic of State
Department, policy toward
Chile, told the Times neither he
nor his staff provided classified
nviterial to the South . Americ.itn.
nation..
..:'The State I iepartment anti
the Central Intelligenct• Agiqicy

-13.92
1750.00
32% -1
/
2
23% unc
33/
1
4 .%
353/4 +1/4
26/
1
2 -%
29/
1
4 -%
17B 171
/
44

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

1301/4 -%
541/4 -1/4
/4B 20%A
203
53 + 11/8
63% -1
/
4
30% +%
75/
3
4 'Inc
46/
3
4 unc
78/
3
4 -Vs
42/
1
4 -%
281/s Ns
80 -11/s
40% +
45% -3/4
113
/
4 +
IL12

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

at
Rickman-Norsworthy Lumber
Home Fix-Up Sale!
Single Handle Bathroom
Faucet

1949;

Vt.

Reg. 22.49

2;g69 $2
4
69

•Won't chip, crack, peel or rust
'Self rimming for easy installation
•Our good sink
SAVE $12.00

'Plastic sheated cable with ground
wire
SAVE $3.00

SAVE $5.00

71/4" Carbide Tip
Saw Blade

Service Entrance
Load Center

So 01
•Premium quality and durability
• lq
'
Smooth, fast cutting of wood
•
and plastic
•18 carbide
$489
tip teeth
Terv•
.‘
%•
5
t4 4-4.
Reg. 7.39
SAVE $2.30

Rickman /"-•4 Norsworthy

•100 amp Main Breaker
•Accepts up to 20 single$
pole circuit breakers

UI

2991,

Reg. $53.99 ),
SAVE $11.00

CD CHARGE IT!

VISA

5.

LUMBER COMPAMY,IMC•

500 S. 4th, Murray
Store Hours:
7-5 Mon.-Fri., 8-12 Sat.

Electrical I.
Wire

•Washerless ball control
•Pop-up drain assembly.

Reg. 39.93

gin

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
1-.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

54+%
31% -1/2
68/
1
2 +%
.65% -3
/
4
341
/
8 +
303/4 -41/4

$4795

r
r
r

are constantly trying discredit
me. and they're not going to be
able to do it," Helms told the
newspaper. The North Carolina
Republican accused the State
Department.and CIA of playing
a'-game of intimidation, harassment and of leaks."
While visiting Chile last
month. Helms criticized the U.S.
ambassador for attending the
funeral of a Chilean-born U.S.
residett who was burned' to
death during anti-government
demonstrations. State Department and White House officials
defended the ambassador.
Opposition forces are demanding a 1- -6tui-if to democracy in
„ where. Gen. Augusto
Pinochet took power followiug.a
coup that ousted Salvador
Allende in 197::

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp. Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

Asst. Hostess
lngeborg
King
492-8348

33"x32"
Stainless
Steel Srnk

753-5242

Alterations & Summer Storage

CALL
_

SAVE
THROUGH
SATURDAY

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners

FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST
•Hearing Aids Sold
On 30 Day Trial
•BeHeries/Service
All Makes
-Board Cart ModHearing Aid
Specialists

Helms investigation continues

NEW YORK
AP, - Sen.
Jesse lielms. reportedly the
target of an FBI investigation
into whether he or one of his
Nursing Home. Murray.
aides passed secrets to the
She was married Dec.
Chilea
n government. says the
25, 1928. to Woodard
Clayton who died Jan. -- inquiry appears to have been
21, 1935. She also was piiiitically motivated.
The New York Times in Sunpreceded in death by
day editions cited congressional
one son, Sammy Lee
and administration officials as
Clayton. and one
saying
the probe focuses on
brother, Wilbur
charges that the Chileans had
Underwood.
been told about a covert
Born July 27, 1907k in
American intelligence Henry County, Tenn..
gathering operation.
she was the daughter of
A key House Denioc-rat today
the late lxin Underwood
sharpl
y criticized the alleged
and Blanche Patterson
leak and called Ion' a thorough
Underwood.
Ativ-estigatiorr 'into- the
N4s. Clayton Was . a
reported intelligenct disclosure.
member of Mount I'leaRep. Michael Barnes. chairsant United Methodist
Man of the Foreign Affairs subChu h

Hostess
Kathryn Outland
753-3079

October for consideration in
London if South Africa failed by
mid-1950i to dismantle apartheid
and start negotiations with
black leaders.
The leaders of Australia.
Canada. India, the Bahamas.
and the African countries of
Zambia and Zimbabwe lunched
today at Mrs. Thatcher's 10
I towning St. residence.
Mrs. Thatcher's aides noted
that the prime minister had not
changed her opposition to embargoes of South African exports, but had offered the
limited package as a "mark of
disapproval" of apartheid.
The measures she pledged,
trying for a compromise, were
the least painful of embargoes
now being considered internationally.. Her aides said Britain
would "not stand in the way" of
alit
ee Import
ban

FBI probing possible passage of secrets

Survivors include her
husband. W.Q. Hatcher.
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home will be in
charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

NEED
BETTER
INSURANCE?

Treated Cross Ties
435 4343 Bob Kemp

LONItoN
- Prinie
ports of South African
Minister Margaret Thatcher toagricultural produce.
day reluctantly offered to imThe source, who spoke on conpose limited sanctions against
ditiop of anonymity. said Mrs.
South Africa. including emThatcher reiterated her opposibargoes on steel. iron and coal
tion to both these measures and
imports Other Commonwealth
added: "This is where the case
leaders pressed for tougher
rests."
111VaSUF1,5.
The confrontation could
A British government source. threat
en the future of the Combriefing revolters on talks by
monwealth, the 49-nation
.4411111011WValth lea(11•I'S. associa
tion of Britain and its
Said Mrs Thatcher also offered
tormer colonies.
to impose immediate ''volunThe apparent deadlock came
tary bans" on new investments.
as the seven Crim mon w ealt h
in South Africa and on proleaders met for the second day
moting tourism. British officials
in it special conference focusing
said 1114. government had no on
a list of eight specific santlegal 10 1WVI' to enforce such
tions against South Africa The
restrictions but was prepared to
measures would be the Comset guidelines
monwealth's most punitive yet
Her offer fell significantly against
South Africa's
short of the _eight measures the govern
ment.
ot hr Com nion wea Ith lea tiers
The measures were drawn up
want to'irrthose incliding cutOS
ling air links and banning im- confer
ence in the Bahamas last ,

Mrs. Mary Lee Clay ton

William Stanley Grogan
The funeral for
William Stanley Grogan
was Sunday at 4 p.m. in
the chapel- of MillerChurchill Funeral
Home.
'Officiating was the
Rev. Bob Dotson.
Dwane Jones w-a s
organist. •
Pallbearers were
Harold Grogan, Joe
Grogan. Keith Brandon,
Rob Erwin. Jerry Pat
Grogan and Paul Max
Wilson.
Burial was in South
Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Grogan. 87, died
Friday at 3:48 a.m. at
Fern Terrace Lodge
where he had resided
for several- years. His

and Mrs. Virginia
Parker. Hazel, and Miss
Sylvia Dodd and Mrs.
Amos iCecillia
Sumner. Murray; three
sons, Jack Dodd, Nlurray. Clattis Do(1ci, Almont,..Mich.. and Deric
1)0d(1, )eming, N.M.
Also surviving are 25
grandchildren, 5fi greatgrandchildren and is
great -greatgrandchildren.
Services are today at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. John
Dale and Dr. Greg Earwood are officiating.
Jerry 'Bolls is directing
the song service.
Grandsons are serv-ing as pallbearers.
Burial will follow in Old
Salem Cemetery.
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Britain offers limited sanctions;
others press for punitive action

Mrs. Nora Dodd
Mrs. Nora Dodd. 92, of
Rt. 4, Murray, died Sunday at 5:10 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband. Albert
Logan Dodd. died
March 19, 1935. She was
a member of Green
Plain Church of Christ.
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753-6450

4.

You've got what it
takes when you have
VISA & MasterCard CASH & CARRY
-

-

kr.
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Trustees who have resigned

(lid not start trend at U of L
L)UIS\ 11.1.E.
\
• A P - No one appears
intent on following the
example of two university trustees who stepped down follow mg a
court ruling that threw
out a law allowing the
governor to appoint
them for six years instead of tour
n v
rsity of
1.ouisvIlle trustees
Rounsavall
Robert W
.11and Thomas I'
Simons are the untytrustiees or regents in
the state to qua In light
ot the rulmg
Thu two, who V\ ere appointed by former Gov
John Y Brown r cited
the Franklin Circuit
c'oJart ruling ot May s as
t-caso11.1 or quitting
The (let
•:.ung about the 51
t....tt•t••••• and regents LI1
statt•
\oil! pass
tot•i• \ ear point in
.
•-•:\ \
terms
• ;•iv
Martha

Layne Collms. tenure.
Both men were tvio of
11 1 . ot I. trustees who
have served for than
four years.
In a letter to Collins.
Simons said h.0 v.'anted
to "clear the way for
you to make any appointments you plan •
In his letter to the governor. Rounsavall said the
court decision ''makes it
clear my appointment
as a I . ot .1. trustee .has
expired.If all or most of th'e 11
‘k ere to leave the
20 member board, the
massive turnover could
vt.ry disruptive.
university officials and
trustee. have said.
But several Of the remaining nine who have
years do 1101 plan MI gotrig anywhere soon.
I have no Intention of
stepping down." said
[tacit
' 14 Briscoe
• f
asked to, I 11 fight it

Another trustee.
Harry Jones, said he
would not leave quietly.
-No. I'd go kicking and
screaming."
Jones and two other
Brown appointees board Vice Chairman
George E. Fischer and
R. Gene Smith - tried
unsuccessfully to overturn Franklin Circuit
Judge Ray Corns decision striking down the
19s0 law extending
trustee ternis.
Smith said he would
resurrect the earlier
legal challenge it the
Oivernor were to try to
midge him aside.
'lilt not goi irg
anywhere unless for•c• ibly renlo'ved.'.' he
said.
Aides said Friday that

Poll finds wide support for pot arrests
NEW YORK t AI'• Nearly two-thirds of
Americans -favor prosecution for possession
of small amounts of
marijuana. and say the
governnlent is not spending enough to fight
drug use. according to a
Newsweek poll.
Six years ago, a
sinnlar poll found only
43 percent favored-making possession of small
amounts of marijuana a
criminal offense. In the

nalionwide poll released workers, 60 percent
Sunday, 67 percent of favored screening of
the Americans question - high school students arid
('(1 backed such action.
50 percent favored
The poll also found screening for job
broad support for categories not included
periodic screening for in the
Asked what substance
drug use, with 85 percent of those questioned is the greatest threat to
favoring drug screening society. 34 percent named alcohol, while 22 perof police officers.
cent named crack, the
Seventy-two percent smokeable form of cofavored screening of caine. Twenty•Mle perprofessional athletes cent named other forms
and government of cocaine. while 5 per-

cent cited heroin and 4 ter
to work with foreign
percent named .governments
to stop the
marijuana.
export of drugs, and 23
Fifty-six percent of percent said it was most
those polled said the important to arrest peogovernment spends too ple in this country who
little money and effort sell drugs.
The poll was confighting drug use.
ducted by the Gallup
Forty-two percent of Organization, which inthose polled said the terviewed 758 adults by
best way to fight drug telephone between July
abuse is to teach young 31 and Aug. '1. The
people about the danger margin of error is plus
of drugs. Twenty-five or minus 4 percentage
percent said it was bet- points.

Third week of testimony begins in Butcher trial

CHATTANow;A.
Henry. .1. Murphy. an
Tenn.
AP
- Pro- auditing specialist hired
secutors are expected to by the l•.S. Justice
wind up their case this 11 epartment to
week in the federal trial Scrutinize the loan and
of C.H. Butcher Jr. and thrift company's books,
Janies E. Steiner. who was scheduled to be
art. charged with fraud cross-examined today
h.ts
til -1-tre-• collapse or
MI -tiTe
t
o
what to do about them. Southern Industrial
testimony begins in the
It is not clear what she Banking Corp.
case.
can do if the trustees
who_have served more
than four years do riot
step aside. they said.

Butcher. 4. Southern
Industrial's chairman
and chief executive. and
Steiner, 43, its president
from 1979 to 1983, each
face 11 counts of mail
fraud, 10 counts of wire
fraud and five counts of
securiTiFir-Tini uo in the
operation of the thrift.
which filed for

similar to savings accounts at banks and
small installment loans
secured by second mortgages on the borrower's property.'
Murphy said investors
lost at least $30 million
in the bariiirie
thrift. which was part of
Butcher's $1.5- billion
banking empire.
Assistant U.S. AtHe said the Knoxville
torney Laurens Tullock
company had been insaid the government
solvent since 1979. but
should finish its case by
hid liabilities by using
Wednesday. About 30
-sham transactions" tomore witnesses are to
improve its (inane la I
be called. including a
picture on paper arid atgroup of Southern Intract
more
investos'
s.
but added that he didn't
dustrial investors, proBy 1952, the stateunderstand "why there
secutors say.
charter
ed
company had
is so much interest in
The trial, which was
liabilities of more than
me."
moved here from KnoxSIS
million. but reported
"I am not a famous
ville because of publicidissident. I am just a a net income of S262,S93.
ty. began July 14 with a
dissident's brother." he he said.
week of jury selection.
said."Of course, I work'SIB(' not only Two panelist
s have been
ed for years on his manipulated the excused
and replaced
behalf, and I guess I amounts of money
by alternate jurors.
became known that reported as, net income
Jake Butcher. a .twoway, but that's all I did .... but also lent huge tiMe
ca ridida te for
really. It's quite funny." sums of money to par- governo
r and organizer
In Ter Aviv, Anatoly' ties related to the of- of the
1982 World's Fair
Shcharansky told Israel ficers and directors of in Knoxvill
e •• is_serying_
Radio that he -spoke to the. company which a 20-year
prison term
his mother by'telephone were rilht cligclosed to the after
pleading guiltyon Sunday.
interested parties,'' : last year
to fraud in the
"She cried the whole' • Murphy told the U.S. failure
of his $1.5 billion
time and told me they Distriet Court jury.
t'AB chain. •
had received a permit.
Southern Industrial,
Butcher faces
and in another three which was not federally
bankruptcy fraud and
weeks they will be in ins,ured, offered,
money laundering
Jerusalem, thank God." customers invest merit
charges in other federal
he said.
certific.ites, .iccount. indictme
nts
bankruptcy protection
in March 1983.
Murphy, a partner in
Arthur Andersen At- Co.
in Atlanta. was the final
witness to testify last.
week and detailed what
he said were flagrant
manipulat ions of
Soil t he rn in
records from 1979 until
the bankruptcy.._

Shcharansky s- brother says
family allowed to leave USSR

Sale
MONDAY-SATURDAY ONLY
AUG. 4TH & 9TH
Separate Suit

Coats
9275

Choose from our entire
selection of separate suit coats.

Sorry No Rainchecks

WHOLESALE STORES INC.
On The Corner Of South 5th & East Water St.
Mayfield, Kentucky — Phone 247-2757
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Visa & Mastercard Accepte
d

MOSCOW t AI' - The
Israel with his wife,
brother of Anatoly B.
Avital, who was was
Shcharansky today said
allowed to leave the
Soviet authorities have
Soviet Union earlier.
given him and his famiand had spent the last
ly permission to leave
nine years campaigning
the Soviet Union to refor his release. She now
join the 'human rights
is expecting their first
activist in Israel.
child.
•'We are of course
Leonid Shcharansky.
very happy." Leonid
39/.0 said the exit permit
Shcharansky told The
was issued last week for
Associated Press in a
himself, his mother, lila,
telephone interview.
Milgrom. his wife and
"The happy day at last
their two children.
_has: come and all my,-..-1.04-year-old Alexander
family*S troubles are gn
and 1-'year-old Boris.
ing to be at an end."
'He said the farhily
Anatoly Shcharansky. -- was told they fiaust
3
w a s f re ed in
leave the Soviet Union
February after nearly
by Aug. 23. He said they
nine years in Soviet
would go to Israel to join
prisons and labor
his brother.
camps. He now lives in
"This is wonderful
news for us," he said,

Murray Civic Music Association
Proclaims

A standing ovation for our patrons
We appreciate your support and value your commitment

URRAYCiVIC MUSIC ASSOCIATION

Bank of Murrar

1985-86
CORPORATE SPONSORS

Far Lands Travel Agency
The

BENEFACTORS

Fisher-Price Toys
Quaker Oats Foundation

The Hutson Company. Inc.

Member Patrons cont.

The Murray Ledger & Times

Murray Cablevision:ATC

Member Patrons cont.

Owens Food Market

Murray Surgical Associates

Member Patrons cont.

PATRONS
H

Hool.
:3nd
Pail.
W14:;c:;1
Tie Fa- Prict-litP
Fa-lte•
oat t\13.1,-Et
Fro,- • I- c•••••:"

SUSTAINING PATRONS

I
•

CONTRIBUTORS
D' an1

Won't you add your name by becoming a patron for the 1986-87 season?
MEMBER PATRONS

Membership Fees
Adults
25
0 00
$$4
Students
$10 00

Murray Civic Music Association
1986-87 Season
Adult
Student
Farrity

Family
.Family membership consists of two adults and

any number of children under one

S
•
‘ct,': • •.

1.4:
.•

•

;

root

Patron.Categorios

•
•

gift

"Pefrt
morn

• -

"Sustaining Patron" - gift of $515 to S94
above tosl of membership
"Benefactor"- gift Of $100 or more above
cost of membrship
"Corporate Sponsor" - gift of $100 or more
by a business or corporation

- ,Prortit •...Cr -it

Adult
Student

Addrefit

No •
No
No
No

• -•

$15 to $49 above cost of

ship

•?"

Wm.

City
T•eoptsone

DO.

•
Si.?.

.71p

meroi?efsho Fee

$

Check _
Patron Contribution
Check_ Cash.
Total

$_

•

Make checks payable to Murray Civic Music
Assocratton Detach coupon and mail your payment to
Jacque' Farrell, 1004 College Farm Road, Murray, KY 42011.

•
•
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THE ACES
"Customs are made for customary
circumstances and
customary
characters."
— John Stuart Mill.

BOBBY WOLFF

impulsive move, the game is thrown
away East ducks the queen, wins
the next diamond and exits with the
queen of hearts. Dummy's diamonds are now isolated and South's
total comes to only eight tricks.
Take another look at those diamonds. To assure two winners,
South must neutralize a duck by
East. Instead of starting with the diamond queen. South should lead his
seven to dummy's eight. If East
ducks, declarer leads to his queen to
assure two winners while dummy's
heart king is still alive. If East takes
his jack. South wins East's return
and overtakes his diamond queen
with dummy's king. Once again,
dummy gets two diamond winners
whether East takes his diamond ace
at this point or not.

How do you play today's diamond
suit to assure yourself of two tricks?
Take note of dummy's entries before you decide; you might then do
things a little differently.
When East discards on the first
club, South wins and knows the contract's success lies solely with dummy's diamonds. Since South has seven top winners outside the diamond
suit, all he need do is set up two
tricks in diamonds. Where does
South go from here?
If South follows custom, he will
lead his diamond queen. With that

1 Part of British •
Isles
6 Tooth
11 Courteous
12 Prepared for
print
14 Owner s risk
abb.
15 Ripped
17 Game played
on horseback
18 Doctrine
20 Nephow:s_ _
counterpart
23 Skillet
24 Juncture
26 Loop
28 In honor of
.
29 Penetrate
31 More
disagreeable
colloq
33 Shadow
35 Athletic
group
1

2

3

Profligate
Trickery
Greek letter
Surgical
thread
45 Matured
46 Antiquated
48 -- system
50 Breakfast
item
51 Pedal digits
53 Falsehoods
55 Diphthong
56 Monument
59 Parts Of
jacket
61 Incline
62 Surplus
36
39
42
43

1 Become
more evil
2 Indian
mulberry
3 Illuminated
4 Short jacket
5

6

11
15

IS

19

•

25

29

22

26

33

10

31
34

37

35
38

39

43UUU
48

47

51

28
32

44

46

23
27

42

56

9

17
21

•

40

49

50
54

58

61

41

45

52

UUU57

touching
10 Recount
11 Balance
13 Giver of gift
16 Gaseous
element
19 Having dull
finish
21.— of arms
22 Kind of
curves
25 Wherewithal
27 Babylonian
hero
30 Excursions
32 Likeness
34 Mother of
Apollo
36 Blemishes
37 Helmsmen
38 Cylinder
40 Feast
'41 Rims
44 Metal
fasteners
47 Distribute
49 Harvest
52 Music: as
written
54 Health resort
57 Prefix for not
58 Latin
conjunction
60 Teutonic
deity •

13

16
20

24

36

8

7

12

14

.,Hot Off The Press!

Answer to
Previous Puzzle
+863
IMAM
MATS
APE
VK J42
'N-1--4- s-e--el
TURK
YE AS".
+983
T
South
PALL
RAPT East
West
North
Pass
2•
AS
LEAF
IRE 1*
Pass
Pass
Pass
,PULLS
Pass
SILO
OR 4+
ALL I ES
CANAP'E
'IRA
MATE
TENET ANSWER: Diamond queen. A guess
'ETA
TEAM
SINE between the red suits, but South
'SELLT,LA Rall
iSil should prefer to lead from
IIIITABIT I ES
ID "something."
OREL
ANTI Send bridge questions to The Aces, P0 Box
DA
WARS
IA
TOYS 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
5 European
finch
6 Myself
7 Hypothetical
force
8 Brim
9 Above and

53U.
59

55
60

62

organization said a pelt
'tion is being circulated
nationally asking Pre'-,
dent Reagan to declar.•
a national day of pray,
'
for them.
One of five American
hostages, the Re%
Lawrence Martin .lei)
co, a Catholic priest
was released last week

Mray Ledger & Times

East
All pass

LEAD WITH THE ACES
8.4-13
South holds

DOWN

4

North
3 NT

SEATI'Ll.,.. 4AP I — A course of this desperate that faith
in God can
Christian human rights situation." says Ray reach
beyond the
organization. Friends in Barnett, head of the endless
political comthe West, has called for Seattle-based organiza- plications that
pera nationwide prayer tion. "It is our belief sistently
delayed their
campaign in behalf of that prayers of people loved ones'
return
American hostages still worldwide will bring home."
held in Lebanon by a them home."
Several relatives
radical Islamic group.
He said many of the were quoted as saying
"Only divine interven- hostage family faith and prayer
are the
tion can change the members -feel strongly hostages' best
hope The

Opening lead: Club queen

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

West
Pass

PAGIF:

Human rights group calls for prayer
on behalf of hostages still in Lebanon

NORTH
8-4-A
+653
•K 7 5
•K 10 9 8
+652
WEST
EAST
•J 7 2
•10 9 8 4
64
•Q J 10 8 2
•6 4 2
•A J 5 3
•Q J 10 9 8
•- - SOUTH
•AKQ
A93
•Q 7
+A K 7 4 3
Vulnerable- Roth
Dealer: South
The bidding.
South
2 NT
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Subscribers of the Murray Ledger & Times who n_ow
receive the paper by mail in Calloway County will be
able to get delivery Hot Off The Press the afternoon
we publish, six days a week for only

$400

per month Starting Sept. 1, 1986

stamped envelope for reply.
Copyriiitst, 19U, United Feature Syndicate

Only $4

Accident closes
1-65 near Cave
City last night

Per Month Includes Same Day Delivery
Pays for your six day per week subscription
including delivery to your home.

CAVE CITY. Ky. i Al' i —

Southbound lanu of Interstate 65 were closed about
an hour Sunday night following a fot..1,,, idr-ut
Cave

For current mail subscribers, the $4 per month rate
will not be effective until the mail subWription expires.

('ity, state police said
The victim was not immediately identified. One
other person was taken by
helicopter to a hospital. according to the Cave City Fire
)epartment.
The accident involved -a
tractor trailer, but no other
details were known.

Name
Address
City

State_

Zip

The southbound lanes were
reopened about s:35 CDT. officials said.. •

D&T

Box No.

Phone (

For More Information Call 753-1916.

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities.

623 South 4th

Across from Murray Drive In Theater—Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Assorted Variety
Totino
1

CRISP,CRUST

Pizza

Party

88°
NEW — NEW

Northern

Turner

Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

Buttermilk
/
1 2 Gallon

NORTHERIN
&vela,

Bread

8 Pk. 16 Oz

,

frail

Blazer

0, (0'

oflq

$ 1 59

Feudor Disposible Lighter

Pkg. of 2

$229

3P1°9

Plus Deposit

69°

Dog Food
20
Lb. Bag

16 Oz. Loaf

2 Liter Bottle

98

Trail Blazer

Pantry Pride

Mello Yello or Sprite

Soft Drinks

88°

Li

I Coke Classic, Diet Coke,

Minute Maid

--------

Turner /
1
2% Milk

Gal

1 89

sTurner

Ice Cream
4 Qt. Pail

Reelfoot

Homegrown

Bologna

Tomatoes t,

$

3
5
9

c
29
Lb

Pepsi, Mt. Dew
or Diet Pepsi
•

Coke
ProductsProducts

6
6 Pk. 12 Oz. Can

2 Liter

/

Juicy

Potatoes

Lemons

0 Lbs

$ 1 3
9

Celery

\41g°1

Wat
WateedrRI
rmel
elo
Pe on
n

Stalk

°9

Red

9

'

2/99'
Cantaloupe

Each
$ 18
9

New.•••••••••..sli,

•••••••••

aamelt._

en

It
4

'
,Mit, 14

1111 Mt Kti‘l 1 I 1K.F K

[IMF s

‘lO\L)
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CLASSIFIEDS
2

Not

N

2

Buying?
Selling?
Trading?
Renting?
You'll find
everything
you
need
in the
Classifieds!
Call
753-1916

2

t

Not

i

Lordy
this Kid
was 40!

FOR SALE
1984 Cutlass
Supreme
4 dr V 6, ex condi
lion lot of options

Call 489-2289
after 6 p.m
ti
se. r
t
Cent c!
orlon: \
muffler.,
110.0k5
stalled 2oo \ lth St
75:,
. 6001
NIurro

e

Miirray Ledger & Times

Not Ice
2
!• \13 Cake Hut when
ii need a cake tor any
reason call l'am s Cake
Hot Their cakes are
akt..1yr, tiUtty & MOISI
Anti iced with a butter
, ream icing made from
s,•ratch Their decorat
ag is superb Hest of all
their prices are great
• g is t• its a call 1Ie
promise you'll be glad
759-4492 or
• cii did
7 1455 evenings
THE ..11.1 Nugget. west
sill.. of square.
\laytteld Ky 247-0762
I lailionds. black hills
•
likt gold chains%%e sell tor less'" ••1,,t e
:.:uarantee it
Jimmy
Thom son .1e.eeler

2

Notice

Do you need
prayer?
Counseling?
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

6

Help Wanted

10 Business Opportunity

JOIN the staff of
Maurices, Chestnut
Hills Shopping Center.
Murray. New. exciting.
contemporary fashion
store. Maurices needs
part time & full time
sales people. Must be
ambitious, enthusiastic.
fashion minded & have
sales ability 10-35 hours
per week. Excellent
salary & benefits. Call
for more information,
Alisa at 771 WIT

OPEN A
BEAUTIFUL JEANS,
Ladies Sportswear,
Dresses, Childrens,
Large Size, Petite,
Maternity or combination
store.
$19,975 complete.
Top Brands' Free
brochure.
Serious inquirers call
1-404-469-4438.

24. Miscellaneous
CRYTES Used Office
Furniture. 1016 Jefferson St., Paducah. KY.
442-4302. Desks, chairs.
files and much moreGood quatity used
furniture.
PROTECT your investment put a rubber
bed mat in your new
pick-up truck. Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
ROTC'S Muffler will
change your -oil filter
with lube. $14.95: heavy
duty shocks, $15.90 in
stalled: mufflers. $26.95
installed. 400 N 4th St.
753-3514.
STOP by Sr see the new
BCS tiller for your fall
tilling Stokes tractor,
Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
USED aluminum
irrigation pipe. 3" thru
10". plastic roll-out
pipe. Brannan Irrigation 314-246-2240.
WE have a few new
push mowers -reft at
bargain prices- including the new Hi-Wheel
-Push! Stokes -Tra-rtor
753-1319 Industrial Rd

28 Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR. furnished or
unfurnished. some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned. Shady Oaks
753-5209.
FOR rent- 2 BR trailer,
$125 a month, water
furnished. Call 436-2332
or 436-2325.
NICE 2 BR trailer. near
Murray. No pets Call
489-2611

Help Wanted
29 Heating and Cooling
$$$$S$5$SSS$S SS
ARTIST model
DeLIKE new 125 thousand
SALES
counter flaw natural
partment of Art. Part
Apprentice
time. Salary $5 00 per
gas furnace. Excellent
16 Home Furnishings
Trade Commodity
Trainees
hour. Experience in
price Call 753-5455.
F1
BEAl
.1.
queen
TI
options on major exartistic sensitivity
Part or
size waterbed with
preferred. Work will be
changes Limited
Full Time
custom upholstered
30 Business Rentals
assigned according to
No experience
Unlimited
risks
headboard & sides. Call
need for -models fcir fall
0 1. ICF. space in
necessary.
753-9475
potential.
profit
semester 1956 Contact
Southside Shopping
EARLY Americn style
Troining starts
Speculative or hedge
Department of Art.
Center_ Call 753-4509,
dinette set- table with 4
immediately.
Murray,
Ky.
42071
502753-6612.
accounts.
chairs, simulated wood
Call Mon. &
762-3754. EOE, M F.
grain formica top. exFor info, or price
Tues. 9 a.m.-12
ji0 you need a job and
cellent condition: colquotes call
for interview.
hope tor the future" We
CREEKVIEW
„Our Sales Force will
onial love seateler coffee
S
759-4097
Parker
David
now "bave 5 openings
table. Call 759-1396.
be here to better
SELF
\
&&5&5&&&S&5&&&&
that include training
Introducing &
KING size water bed,
•State license
your
serve you until 6:30
and placemept. You PoSITIoNS jj
STORAGE
.
pule
,
pen
at
dark
annualeall
-8reiteF--a4
.r.
•Sequentid
may qualify if you don't Personal care home: poster with motionless
p.m. - on Monday,
Hwy. 641 N.
:i54r; 1.-.‘1 •
ble
502-753-5204
have a GED or High PRN orderly and janimattress & heater, deck
Curriculum
HtlS
Tuesday, Thursday
Hr.
private entrance
'
24
•
School diploma and tor. occasional outside Asylh 6 drawers. Used 26
TV -Radio
*Tuition '30 per week
753-6734
have been out-of school and yard worker. PFtN .-t\mTh' months. " Excellent
and Friday
9 months or more and nurses aide. Apply in condition. $300. 759-9556 FISHER 19" color TA'
•Hours
1 ycar
with stereo. 2 months OF I- 1CF:
,tre between ages of 16 & Person at Fern Terrace after 5p.m
6:30am - 5:15pm
THE FAR SIDi
By GARY LARSON
old. Call after 5p.m. lease- Minimum c more
22 Call us at .ITPA Lodge, Murray. Ky.
WHIR I. P 0
L 762-6105.
if needed... 1 private
Call Now
753-937s Monday-Friday REPS needed for busi1406 W Main
MICROWAVE ovens as
office, 1 receptionist
753-6695 or 753-8945
s,t.T71.-11) 111.
accounts.
ness
Fulllow
as $4 per week. 25" 27 Mobile Homes for Sale
office. 1 bath, storage
Murray, Ky
F.AsN ASsEMBLA
Limited enrollment
time. $60.000-$s0.000. Magnavox color TV as
room. 1 parking space.
753-5315
Ite:55
%Willi! $714.00 per 100. parLtime $12 00_04,15.
TRAILER.
fully
Deadline Aug. 15, 19B6
_ $7 _per. _ week,free- 441-y-parking
ca
meld,
GuararTUeed
2
Bit,
payment
new
000No
repeat
selling.
Whirlpool autom'atic
Hwy 94E 1 mile from cioffice
Utilities fur11 1l;RETT'S Service
No sales. Details-- send business_ Set your own
washer as low as $6 per underpinning. water nished. $250 per month.
ty limits
Center has heavy
stamped envelope: hours Training pro- week; Whirlpool re- pipes & sewer pipes.
Write 1'.0 Box 1040-B.
/41(111(S
`".
Elan- 332, 341S En- vided Call: 1-612-935- frigerator as low as $8 electric wire, couch.
Murray. Ky for more
21111 N 4th St. NI .•'
kitchen
terprise. Ft Pierce, Fl
table
&
chairs.
6570,
to
M
•
F.
sa
m
per week. Goodyear
information.
KN. 753.64101
3 Card of Thanks
air conditioner. $1500 or
334s2.
5p.m
!Central 753-0595.
best offer. Call 436-2931
EXPERIENCED over
rib r rior 436-2332.
198f1 Nit:DWARF
19 Farm Equipment
32 Apts for Rent
the road truck driver.
('AKI)
Must be at least 25 yrs.
4.1,VHEF.I, trailer, ex- 12x60. 2FIR, central air I BEDROOM
I FORMATION
L.A. ROCKS
THANKS
duplex
& heat. some furniture.
of age Sr 2 yrs. over•the
tremely heavy duty
Medicare is again
Words cannot exapartment. 2 blocks
Take this job
road verifiable. Call
1. a k e. area. Call
Can 436-2s79
from University and
press our heartfelt
changing the Partand love it.
753-4445.
436-2s:17.
shopping centers Stove
thanks to everyone
Looking for three
20. Sports Equipment
A deductible and
14x40 es HOU\ lark. ar refrigerator
EXPERIENCED cook
furwho helped us dursharp individuals who
central
2
BR.
needed. Apply in
co-payment
twat air. nished $135 per month.
REMINGTON Special
ing Nick's illness
must
be
17
and
2
older,
acre
person:
Wooded
purpose
Fern Terrace
lot. Mid Call 753-4545 or 435-41S1.
3'' magnum.
amounts. You will
and
death.
A
Lodge. Murray
single and ready to
26" lull choke., excellent $20's. 121 N. 753-1953. 1 BR
be required to pay
apts See Brandon
459-2554.
special thanks to
condition. $325. Call
E NPERIF:NCED cutter
start work today.
Dill. Dill's Trailer Ct
even more of the
753-0919.
1970 SCHEN ELLE, 12,65.
grinding person needed.
the 3rd floor nurses
2 BR. appliances furTravel major US cities
bill. In fact, if you
REMINGTON 7400 .270 3 BR: gas appliances,
at
Pay depends on exMCCH, Dr.
rushed Call 753-3134
and
resort
areas,
ingo to the hospital.
2x is scope. sling
good condition has to be
perience. Send resume
Clark,Dr. Binford,
cluding California, Las
to
swivels,, recoil pad, moved $2,500. 436-2559.
P.O. Box 310-TG.
you will have to
Bro. Garland, John
" BR brick duplex
Vegas and Florida
Paris, TN 36242
excellent conditiv, 1977, 14x52. 2 BR. in Redecorated
Dale. Blalock &
pay the first $492.00
Couples
beaches.
No ex S350 753 0919.
to
era
furCts
N1ALE
some
veterinary
preferred. Nem pets. $250
Coleman Funeral
before Medicare
perience.necessary, 3
assistant. Phone 753TROPHIES and niture, stemve, re
month Call 753-6931
.
Home and to our
pays anything. For
week on job training
:1213
plaques now at Faye's, trigerator. paneling 2
furnished aid tel •
friends & neighbors
free' information
program
with all
trophies - lettered free.' Ihrooghout Call 7514- Cypress -Spring.s. by - the
II AND1CAPPE
who brought food,
4904.
514 Main, 753 7743
veteran seeks full-time
travel expenses paid,
'Coincidence ladies and genflemen7
call:
day week or month No
sent
flowers and
19.51 131. CCANEER pets ('all 436-2954 if
manual labor employCoincidence that my client just happened
blue jean. T-shirt type
Jerry McConnell
no
24
Miscellaneous
cards.
doublewide.
24x52.
ment'
Jot
training
conditions, make this
to live across from the A-1 Mask Co, lust
ansv•er 436-2231'
Insurance
BR.
2
bath.
12x15
all
Ill
applianprovided
G.
through
green.
good
Thanks.
job highly desirable
happened to walk by their office windows
2 Ft ItNisHED apart753-4199
W A.T.C.H. with partial
condition, cheap Can ces., central. & wood ments.
for the younger set.
Sharon Davis
each $140 per
each day, and they. in turn lust happened
rev local claim ...nice"
be seen 505 S. 9th St_
heat. Must sell
reimbursement to the
Will month. $100
deposit
to stumble across this new design'
For a job that is fun
accept
employer. Call 759-1965.
436bids.
Call
BALLOONS- we deCall 753-5s35 betueen
2211
and different see
liver. Faye•s- 514 Main9a Ill. noon .
753-7743.
1984 14x70 PARTIALLY
Saundra Myers at HoliHOW OLD WERE WE
day Inn Tuesday from
FIREWOOD for sale. furnished. 2 BR. 2 bath. EXTRA nice furnished
Need winter firewood See at Mobile Home efficiency apt for two
WHEN THEY STARTED
2 p.m. to 6 p.m. only.
now" Call D. W. Fox Village. 13-6 753.7624 female students, two
PLAYING?
No phone calls please.
after 5p.m.
blocks from University
753-5566.
Parents welcome at
GRASS is growing & S.E.1 ER AI. 10 & 12' 5290 a month.
mobile homes Ideal for included $1110 deposit
interview.
will continue to grow
Nil smokers
this summer! Swap for lake or rental. furnished required
or unfurnished. A(' please. Call 753-2513
a new wheel horse now
sr\I.Es 1/1/Slt
Negotiable. 753-5209.
Mt R -Cal apts Norexciting way to meet Prices will never be
lower! Instant credit! TIDWELL. the Rolls thwood Dr 1. 2 or 3 BR.
new people & make
Royce of mobile homes Now renting
Equal
good money. 5 positions 90 days same as cash!
Stokes Tractor. Indust- and lot for sale to best Housing opportunity.
open for the Murray
759-49s4
bidder. Call 492-ss63
rial Rd. 753-1319.
area. Starting weekly
'46
OK SURE..
(WELL , NO . I
I DONT SUPPOSE
salary $200 plus com- GUN cabinet, new hand
ROYAL WEDDING AND
DON'T KNOW
mission for those who crafted, all wood. 10
WE COULD
THE ROYAL FAMILY
qualify. We train. Must rack. $300. Call 502-492.T.D LIKE
DO TRAT
WHAT CR1JMPET6
WOULD MIND IF I
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
have own transporta- 8358.
YOU OVER FOR
ARE ,EITI-IER
RAD YOU OVER FOR
Gold
Silver
tion Call 753-0229 for IT'S not to early to think
TEA AND CRUMP IS
TEA AND CHILI DOGS
about your chain sass'
appointment.
Closed
Closed
INSTEAD
W ANTED- part time needs for fall wood
Yesterday
363.30 Yesterday
5.10
sales help. Excellent cutting! See us at
Opened
Opened
Stokes
Tractor.
Indust.
commission Work your
Today
359.60 Today
5.21
own hours Teacher. rial Rd. 753-1319_
Down
3.70 Up
coaches especially at- LARGE, large, large
.11
tracted to one company selection of storage
Compliments of:
buildings
in
stock
for
pleas respon to P 0
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
Box 630. Murray. KY if immediate delivery.
7 1 3 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
Acree Portable
interested
753 7113
Buildings. Mayfield.
We buy Gold. Solver & Diamonds
9 Situation Wanted
Kv. 502-247-7831.
ARE YOU
NEXT TIME
We loon money on anything of value
ALL RIGHT?
WARN ME
WILL do general clean- LARGE window fan.
Hours: 10-6 Doily, Closed Sunday
BEFORE YOU
ing.' $5 hour, Excellent Call 753-5977.
Gil REAPV
MOVING sale house full
references, 435-4338.
TO PLAY
11fl.I. stay with elderly of furniture. electric
ii GOLF!
day or night shift or will keyboard. :1 boats.
line -in. Good re- stereo. school ring almost new wedding rings
ferences. Call 759-4125.
753-643s.
14 Want to Buy
NEW tobacco sticks 20
5%11.1. buy junk cars & cents each. George
Patrum. l'uryear. TN
trucks. Call 753-3633.
247-5549

Happy
Birthday
NOTICE

6

Sunshine
Center
Fall
Registration
Age 2-5

Purdom
Motors Inc.

rin

A

TAW-PAH

Farm Bureau
Insurance

310 South 4th St

HESAID HE WAS
GOING TO THE
OFFICE TO GET
HIS EARS
Pi ERCEP

WHERE'S
BEETLE?

WE OFFER:

WHAT THE HECK
POE5 THAT MEAN?

1. Excellent Salary
2. Full Benefits
3. Advancement Based On
4, Comprehensive Training
.0.

4s4( uig
t'ar- I'M THE ONLY ONE
WHO CAN SAY IT

Performance
Progrom

1. Aggressive, Hard Working
Individuals
2. Career Oriented People
3. Retail or Management
Experience
AV%

st110
0111011110
4
411kel
'strsers

SSG

Captain
.„

I.;
I 9

38 years Experience

Applications Available 2-5 p.m.
ALSO AVAILABLE
Day and Night Shift
Kitchen and Counter Positions

I.

••

•••
••,91

0!

Seafood

Stig
.

HONEST PERSON

Piltosipayr/AL PALACE
6110s#105, Atiwo

-

All Types Insurance
• City & County
"A +" Rated Company
Ray T. Broach-Bob Cornelison
Agents

WE DESIRE:

OM**

753-4703

Up to $21,000 first year possible. Natignal multi-million dollar corporation
now.s6ekinsj key personnel to fill position in public relations sales department
calling on company accounts. We want
an honest, down to-earth person for this
stable position. Rural back-ground
would be to your advantage but not
necessary. For confidential interview
call 1-800-432-7221.

CASE MANAGER FOR MR/DD GENERAL
COMMUNITY SERVICES - position
responsible for provision of direct and indirect services to persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities.
Duties include: client evaluation, individual
and family counseling, behavioral management, in-home support, develop treatment
plans, consultation/education activities,
monitoring, and various administrative
duties as appropriate and assigned.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: Masters
degree in psychology (certified or eligible
for certification in KY); social work, special
education or related human service field.
Two years experience. Must live within
nine counties served by agency and have
valid KY drivers license and safe driving
record. SALARY: 814,928 - $16,458.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Send resume
to Ann Beveridge, MR/DD Program Director, Western Kentucky Regional MH/MR
Board, Inc. P.O. Box 7287, Paducah, KY
42002-7287. Applications accepted until position filled. EOE

1

THE MURRAY LEDGER
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TIMES
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CLASSIFIEDS
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32

Apts for

Rent

NEW 2 BR duplex apt.
with central heat & air.
refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher, microwave
oven and washer/.
dryer hookup. Lease &
deposit required. Call
759-1503.
NICE 2 I3R apt., central
heat & air. No pets. Call
492-8634.

38. Pets-Supplies

nRITTANY

pups. AK('
registered, champion
lines. h months old '2
orange & white males. 2
liver Sr white males_
William Wesley 901-6923268 after 5p.m. daily.
anytime Sat. & Sun
bOG boarding. Obedience training. AKC
German Shepherds.
AKC Australian Cattle
dogs. 436-2858.
isttNIATURF: pinscher
pups. Phone 753-5421.
REGISTERED English
Setter puppies. out of
good stock. Call
753-9350

NICE 2 BR apt. 1413
HilIwood Dr. $275 a
month. Lease & deposit
No pets. Call 753 0814.
1 or 2 bedroom Apart
ment near downtown
Murray. Call 753 4109 or
761 6650.
ONE bedroom Duplex
Apartment, near . down
Produce
40
town. $140 per month, One
year lease. Deposit. NO
pets. Call 753 3913.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Bisc0 variety
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
None better for canBR. Apply Hilldale
Apts , Hardin, Ky.
ning or freezing.
Equal Housing
Shupe-Dix Orchard
Opportunity
12 miles west of

46

Homes for

Sale

CEDAR LOG HOMES
Northern v.:bite cedar.
No rot, no bugs_ You
build or we build
901-644-9052 Brenda
Munson.

Freestone
Peaches

Merrray Ledger & Times

50. Used

39,500. THREE bedroom brick with carport. Two bath. 1
acre lot, garden, fruit
trees, outside storage. 3
miles from town. 121
South on right. Look for
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors sign or call
James Hart at 753-1492.
3 BR, 1 1.2 bath.
central heat & air,
storm windows, TVA
approved wood stove,
new roof 8: paint, outbuildings. fruit trees. 9
acres. $35,500. k ETIIIPS
north of Murray. Kojiperud Realty or
753-5812.

Trucks
1974 FORD F-600 Call
753-5933.
1975 DODGE pickup.
auto trans
ps. ph,
:its motor. St500 Also.
1952 Mazda with topper.
('all 753.526i
1977
E
an
-i• ustomized. extra
sharp Call 753-5370.
1952 CHEVROLET
Silererado. white, blue
interior.- 3 4 -ton.- nice
truck ('all 753-7409

51

53

Services Offered

53. Services Offered

53

API LI ANCF: repair
%ushers
dryers
refrigerators- ranges
air cond George Hodge
& Son, 10 Dixieland
Shopping Center 75:1
4669.

HAMILTON Cultured
Marble
hips- sink • .
mail,
Pa! .
F:st
911.,

hot SE

MOWING, hauling
bushes & trees pruned
or removed, spray un
wanted weeds, etc Cali
759 4808 or 759 9661 1
evenings per week

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

stove. retrigerator
electrie monornalii
toilet, intercom
call
436-2879.

Free Estimates
Phone 436-2562
753-0789
Experienced

52. Boats -Motors

roR

30 Years Experience
1..V1'11)N blown in
by Sears.. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate
.1 L -Mei( g
'&----"Sorl
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 75: 77,2

Available September 1
4080 sq. ft. building which
can be rented as 1 large
building or separated into 2
or 3 buildings. Each with entrance, front
window,
bathroom,central heat 8 air,
paneled
wblls,
Extra
spotlights, fully insulated.
$395.00 per section
Dixieland Center on Chestnut
adjacent to MSU campus.
Call 753-3018

"NOTICE...MEMBERS OF
WESTERN DARK FIRED
TOBACCO GROWERS
ASSOCIATION
The Annual Meeting of
members will be held at the
Murray State University
Livestock Show and Exposition Center on College Farm
Road in Murray, Kentucky,
Tuesday, August 12, 1986, at,
6:30 p.m. for the purpose of
hearing the President's report
and a general discussion of the
cooperative's affairs. Dinner
will be served.
qi
Minnie B. Craig
Secretary"

50

Used

Trucks

1954 GMC htiairy duty
pickup, 6 cyl .
runs good. good tires.
new rear shocks. $600
Call 759-1512.
1984 ('HE'\' \ an.
Bristol coach conversion. dual air. color
T.V.. C 13 : excellent
condition, 45.xxx poles
753-6508 after 6p.ni
1984 NISSAN King Cab
Deluxe, 40.000 mi • 5
speed. air, extra
wheels, extended
warranty & moire
$6.600_ 753-3357
1985 BRONN H. red,
excellent condition.
only 6500 nub's. automatic. digital AM FM
cassette -stereo.- -$11.50tt
753-7275 after 5• 30p m
'70 FORD Van. 3650 or
best offer Fishing boat
with motor. $125 Call
753-8169.
••75 FORD Conversion
Van. front Sr rear air.
12.650. Call 753-4445
'7; CHEVRQIET 4
wheel drive pickup. 3
Inn
I speed trans .
lock -in lock outhubs
Call 753-2435
'77 FORD Econaline 150
window van, ps, ph, ac.
stereo throughout van
Excellent condition Call
after '2p.m 753-4339
1-4AR1' 1979 C.1-7 jeep.
V-8, 3 speed with hard
tops. new tires &
wheels. Sanyo stereo
753-7161

TOMMY SANDERS
SALES REPRESENTATIVE"FOR
BROWN & BIGELOW

Specialty Advertising

MOODY 'S ft/Ls:LILLY
Repair
pickup an!
cielivery
All A+Orio
guarantr-r! Cal , '5 1
5668

4th St.

Murray

Metal & Shingles.
Aluminum & Vinyl
Siding
Free estimates.

Call 759 1600
AF' F•'-'FVENT" vVe
• 'semen's
•_,mpletely
. Call or
"';', _.roan Con
.;•_tion Co Pt 2. Box
Paducar, Ky
42001 or call 1 442 7026
AE buy sell & repair
or conoitioners
Dril
------- ----•-•
aA'
nc
i tl_Lorad
eo
r gbaursah
eh
no
s ggcio
ag
il
753 8590

OIERRY'S
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS

Before you buy a car stereo
& speakers or a boom box
Shop & Compare Price & Service

EXPERIENCE

sotto woos) CABINETS
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Chonr a
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES

CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE S. FURNITURE REFINISH
ING
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By & Soo Our Disploy

WORLD OF SOUND

222 S. 12th

753-5865

(Clip This .Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy
-Reference)

).
4

1
All Season's Lawn & Leisure Center
Police
91

91r

205 North 4th St.-753-4110

John Deere-Snapper-Roper-Echo-Stihl
We Service What We Sell

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and Vinyl Siding,
Custom Trim Work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey, 753-0689

DON WILKERSON
ROOFING
15 years experience
Residential & Commercial

(502) 489-2580

RANDY THORNTON HEATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trani" and Carrier dealer
for sales and service In Murray

602 Chestnut.

753_8181

.......•

•••• ...

"Super Cuts Guys & Gals"
Open Tues, 8. Wed. 6 a.m.-5 p.m.
Thurs. & Fri. 7 .m.-6 p.m.
Sot. 8 a.m.-5 p.m
Evenings by appt.

,...'..•

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

Control
753-7588

Poison

far414'
-.
DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE
HOWARD DUNCAN, OWNER

Truck Wash

.

Center Or off 641 N
Party ,
85
Sell auto luggage racks

T & M Cleaning

Prompt & Professional-ReSidential & Commerciai
Free Estimates
Licensed, insured & bonded

492-8254

Starting A New Business?

CENTER
M,

A

Buy Carolina Stoves For Quality Heating

753-8201

211 Main

Carpet Cleaning

24 Hour Service
Industrial
Commercial
Residential
753-9562

Call 753-5827'
Estimates \A t' ,.,rTled

Dunnaway's Body Shop

`&114-411*

7-41I
\ -t*

Res. 753-6965

'.!

-

..,
'

„

753-0079

•e`-'
‘,.
c

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-5131 753-6952
Ray Elkins Carpet Laying

Tire & Wheel Alignment

•c.".,",9:
,°„,R a.::ewe,..
1.
At.":::::,,,
,
Murray

C6,

Open for classes Tues & Thurs
12-10 pm

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

CARROLL
1105 Pogo.

Cindi Lin Ceramic Studio
Hwy.
94 East 1 mi. from city limits

404 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071

. .,. ..:-..,_
.

_---,

Hill Electric

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Bus. 753-8730

.

Individualized logos &
drawings done for VERY
Reasonable Rates!
Call 759-9567 after 4 p.m.

Lee's
*Carpets •Upholstery
•Free Estimates

15 Years Experience

.F

iBeh.nd old Boston Tea

MURRAY KY 42071

RENTAtSALES
.•Xf

753-4552

Greg's Vinyl Tops

753-9841

PH 502-759-4034 DAYS
502 753 1458 NIGHTS
24 HOUR SERVICE

PT 2 BOX 45A

(502) 345-2602

Brenda's Beauty Salon

TRANE

and Calloway County.

•

•409 Sunbury Circle
753-5940•
•••••••• OOOOOOOOO
OO ••

•
-Service

(
;K_LA
753-1489 ,,,,,
„ far StoEPTV'

753-1222

,,MMER is the time 10
-ither aeadwood
or
remove diseased an
J or unwanted trees
-yo‘o •A•eeds--c
Boyer s Tree Sery,ce
the professionals a•
753 0338

753-7273

MICHELIN

Kopperud Realty

753-8181

Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey
753-0689

BECAUSI SO MUD IS RIDING
ON YOUR ORES.

Lovely Gatesboro Tr -Level
Residence in immaculate condition. Newly carpeted throughout,
new central heating and cooling
system, built-in hot tub, attractively
decorated.- Large backyard with
trees, garden area and covered
patio. Offered at $74,500. Owner
will consider trade.
Contact

ROOFING

Seamless Aluminum
Gutters, Vinyl &
Aluminum Siding,
Commercial Siding
Free Estimates

Call Bennett & Associates
305 N.

(502) 753-3299
Norman Rockwell Calendars - Balloons
Pens - Matches - Yearly Date Planners
4000 Specialty items to choose from

Randy
Thornton
Inc.

Shop around & compare

SALES • RENTALS
Chemicals•Maintenance

.21

Offered
53 Services Offered
lob specialist, SEWING Machine Re
fans, electrical. pair
All makes and
plumbing, fencing You models Home & In
name it. I do ii You dustrial Bag closing
buy. I rnstai ,
You machines Also scissor
break. i t , r Call 436 sharpening 40 yrS
experience
2868 eve,• ,4s
All work
guaranteed
Kenneth
Barnhill
753 2674,
',lid Ky

before you buy a Medicare Supplement,
Cancer Insurance or Nursing Home Policy
Don't pay more than necessary

Royster&McAlpin
Well Drilling

FOR RENT

Services

ODD

- ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.

Well
Drilling

MURRAY
HOT TUBS

53

PAINTING
Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free es
timates. References 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759 1987
ROOFING, Siding,
Concrete work, Ad
ditions, Painting,
General Carpentry.
P.A Molony
753 8628
Free Estimates

753-9224

II ET Dura-Craft alum
E ENO.: sales at Sears
boat with carpvt. ped. now. Call Sears 753-221
0
seats, trolling motor. 2 for free estimate
tor
sale by owner- 3 batteries. 25
h.p. your needs.
bdrm.. 1 bath, full Evinrude electric
start. OENERAI. HOME
basement, garage, on Heavy duty
trailer. REPAIR. 15 years ex1/2 acre lot, northeast 512041 Also.
Roger Red perience. Carpentry.
edge of city limits. A Label 0 l/
shotgun 20
Arai gain -fft $.9).000 rah Ka skeet skeet
753- roofing, sicling. NO JOB
Murray on Hwy. 94.
753-9553.
34 Houses for Rent
s957
TO SMALL. Free esTurn south at HerLOG home on Ky Lake. Des5 1 10).T0ON
2 BR house in Lynn
boat timates. I tay•s 753-6973.
poles Store, Y4 mile
approx
imatel
y 2625 sq. with 125 Johnson motor, nights
Grove. $200 a month.
474-2276
ft.. 2 story with full depth tinder,
look for signs.
$150 deposit. Call 435skis. GENER,I. building
basement, large deck & trailer Call I-325-53
4547 or 753-6633.
95.
382-2849
Repair- 20 years ex
porch. Extra Mt. Great
410 S. 10th, 2 BM.
perience. Rooting &
house for large family:
appliances furnished.
53
Services Offered
painting. indoor & outMust sell. 436-2573 after
TVA insulated, $235 43. Real Estate
door. Odd jobs. No job
8p.m. or weekends.
NIEN want to do yard
month plus deposit. Call
to small. 474-5057
KOPPERUD Realty REMOD
ELED 3 Bdrm. work. Tree trimming.
_ 753-S091
ItKEN-HOUSES a-nd
offers a complete range hurne'r w 5vihyT
reimii‘ at -ar-TintriWIt
siding.
420 S. 9th. 3 BR. of Real Estate services carpo
sun rooms. starting
rt & attached trees h. shrubbery. mow
appliances furnished.
-with your patio foundawith a wide selection of storage buildin
g, 2 ceil- yards. light hauling &
TVA insulated. $335 quality home in the city
tion. Enjoy the outside
ing fans, gas heal and wood for sale
Free
month plus deposit. Call & in the county. All
1/2 basement. Prired estimates. 753-0650 or all year. Custom built
753-5094.
energy saver homes.
price ranges. Phone in 30's. 753-1500
759.1653.
.
5 ROOM house, bath.
53-1222 for courteous:
ALI. type masonry Contracted or hourly So competent Real Estate 47
utility City water_ ReMotorcycles
work. block, brick, I a r home builders
service. We make buyferences. Responsible
oncrete. driveways. Tripp Williams 753-0563.
1980
HD
Sportst
er. 13.
couple's. No pets. Near ing & selling Real
GI"1-TE RI NG by Sears
sidewal
ks. patios. house
000
mi..
black.
$2,000.
Murray. References. Estate easy for you.
Sears continuous gutii,und
atiiin
s,
new
Call
753-327
2
after 6p.in
$185. 753-7551.
ters installed for your
'77 YAMAHA 650 chimneys or chimney specif
SMALL furnished, 2 BR 44 Lots for Sale
ications Call
repair
.
25
years
exmotorcycle. helmet,
Sears 753-2310 for free
home. next to UniversDON'T miss this oppores'51) ml'
ity $175 per month. $100 tunity to own 5 wooded runs good, needs some timates. Call ('barb'.
deposit. Call 753-5535 acres - only 1 '2 mile work. Make offer or Barnett. 753-5476.
trade Call 436-5555
between 9a.flj.-noon
from lake. The location
ALL types' of roofing
TWO bedroom.. garage, is on KY 1918 near
plus remodeling sr ad49..
Used
Cars
'utility. stove. refrigeraHamlin and Pine Bluff
ditions. Phone 753-s700
All it- takes is .a small 1977 FORD Pinto
bir. married couples only.
Call or 437-4590
no pets. deposit re- down payMent and $141 759-4506.
APPLIANC E. REPAIR
per mo,rith for 36 1977 PONTI
ferences. Call 492-8594.
AC Grand h'aelory authorized for
We Specialize in
monttis. This-is-at-4hr Prix,
Tappan. Kelvinator and
fully equipped
•Never rust plastic
36 For Rent or Lease
by, interest rate of 8'; Call
Brown
Service tin gas
762-6105 after Sp m
wells.
EXTRA met'. large. 4 owner financing. Ken
and iilectric ranges
•Install water 11'hes &
BR house. to responsible Shores Estates.. 1981 CHEVY Chevette, 4 m
r o IA a
doOr hatchback, Auto; tilt
family
Appliances. No 753-7531
w,a .s
water Systems
ei r s . r e
wheel, power and air.. trigerators, etc. Earl
pets Refer-I:flees. Call 45
Farms for Sale
59,000 miles, AM FM
753-7457
(tr. 753
Approx 30 ACRF,s, radio, like new tires. 5:141
LARGE mobile home
Book
some
Value
timber
$2,550.
mostly
,
loan
lot for rent.. $40 per
APPLIANCh:
tillable. 7 miles north of value 52,300. Will sell to
month' No small chilSh:111. ICH:. Kenmoic.
901-364-3476
Murray
day
for
.
$1995.
Call
753-2861
Call
435
.
dren Call 459-244u.
s t
g h 0 II
4338
anytim
e.
40 ACRES 5 miles from
y t• '
37 Livestock-Supplies
JOINER
town in Cherry Corner 1981 MERCURY Capri, experience. Parts- ;cid
:omple1,
si•rvicei Bobby Hopper. tree service, 32 yrs
SI M
ENTAL and community. 39 acres low mileage. automatic
exper
ience
It ti's Appliam e Sr.
Also
Simbrah hulls. Per- tillable, wooded build- Call 753 4023.
formance & semen ing site, 3 10 mile road 1982 CADILLAC Seville -vii e. 202 S. 5th SI. stumps mechanically
tested
Exi•ellent goal. frontage on good Elegante, 4 door, Business 753.1s72. 1;6. removec 10" below
surface Call 753 0366.
ifutme,
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz. blacktop road, choice AM- FM stereo cass
property. 753.31s7
ette, 50,000 actual miles. CARPET installation. LEE'S CARPET
Ky 522-5794.
Call 753 9240.
protessional service. CLEANING. For all
46. Homes for Sale
38. Pets-Supplies
your carpet & upholst
1984 DATSUN 300ZX; Also repairs SatistacAlsC (1111111aIllia. male. ATTR ACTIN F. 3 bed- blue, ac. am -fm tt.in guaranteed. 1.111enn ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753 5827
N•rs old. $50 Light red room. quiet residential stereo, 14,000 actual Beliber 759-1247
Satisfied references.
CENIENT finishing poodle. 1 yr old, proven street, well kept miles Call 753 9240.
neighborhood. TVA
stud. $511. ('all 436-2901.
1985 GMC S15, $5500. patio. sidewalks. driv. LICENSED Electrician
approved insnlation
for residential anc
1974 455 Formula, like ttWily:t Call 75:1-0629
Ms(' registered Lab
redecorated. carpet
puppies. yellow MO and
ES Windost commercial. Heatino
new. 1979 Chrysler New 1i:1
througout, new roof.
chocolate $200 Ithone
Yorker, $2800. Honda Cleaning Residential. and air condition, gas
large yard. Mid $30's
527 991i2
50, 5200. 1985 Yamaha 80 CorlinierctaI. one & two installation and repair.
.753-46-13 or 49:2-5465
4 wheeler, 5750. Piano story itefert.lices 1(1,, Phone 753 7203
Senior Citizen discount
MOBILE HOME
$100. Call 759 9673
Murray State University is receiving
733-9s73 ur 436-5538
Specialist Repair and
'78
OLDS
Royale,
good 1)011'NE:Y'S
sealed bids for the sale of items on InvitaCement preventative mainten
condition- Call 436 21 19
Finishing
17 years ance• Roofs. floors.
tion numbers, time and dates indicated
after 5p.m
experience
Free es- plumbing, wiring,
below:
79 RED Trans Am, timates. Call 753•s54
3 or hurricane straps 759
extra sharp, many. ex
1. BIDS ON THE SALE OF ONE LOT OF
4850
753-120
tras Call 753 9593 or
SCRAP COPPER WIRE; Q-161M-87;
753 5308.
•
opening at 10:00 A.M. on August 18,
'84 MAZDA RX 7. red.
1986.
Ps, pb, ac; AM FM
115 South 13th Streetli.
stereo cassette. In per
Bids will be opened in the Purchasing
Murray. Kentucky 4207 7)-fed i condition. 20,xxx
502-753-3492
Dept., General Services Building, Murray
miles. 753 9461. after
State University, Murray, KY. Information
6p.m.
and forms may be obtained by calling
FACTORY rebuilt ca.
buretor for sale, off 1968
Telephone No. (502) 762-2703.
Plymouth Valient, 225
motor, slant 6. Never
been used, still in box
$25 list price $80. Call
753 3469.
FOR sale 1979 Pontiac
Le Mans. Clean! Phone
753 4647.
FOR sale, Semi trucks
used trucks & parts
Call for prices Duke &
Riley Trucking, Salv
age yard & garage
South Fulton, TN 901
479 1894.

Services Offered

building. re
01 0 Ile III
stir
g eutidings (Iris .•witY
,ealing
For all your
building & home repairs
call Duncan'- Con
struction 474-501.11)

Installing
city
sewer, water lines
& septic tanks. All
types
backhoe
work.

Yearry's Tree
& Yard Service

Campers
aMper

'
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20 Years Experience
Highest Quality Workmanship

K,

Your Ad Could
Appear Here . ,„ ,

753-9559
Elov.nri. t- nr All (let 451011S

/ cniy
01 t ,51121.

753-0922

To place your ad in the Dial.A.Service
•
call: 753-1916
Monda-Frida‘ 8 am.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

twe•WralalaW•Vatearear•••11111
......WeleMaateMPOIIMM11•
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Murray- alloway County Hospital

The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's mobile
health unit, the Health Express will be offering free
screenings as indicated by
the number of asterisks.

August 7. Thursdaj
Lynnville**
Larry Seay's Market
9 11 a m.
Tri City•
Tri City Grocery
Noon 2 p.m.

*Blood pressure, diabetes
and anemia
**Blood pressure and
glaucoma

.4ugust Si. Ifonday
Benton•
Lakeland Wesley Village
9 11 a.m

It is important to fast for
two hours before being
screened for diabetes to
achieve accurate results.

August 12. Tuesday
Murray*
Ellis Center
9.11 a.m.
Coldwater••
Coldwater Church of Christ
1 3 p.m.

Colo-rectal cancer screening kits are available on
the Health Express at all
stops for a S4 charge. The
test is to be completed at
home and mailed to the
Mt.irray-Calloway County
Hospital's Laboratory for
examination. The charge
covers the test kit and the
laboratory analysis.

August 19. Tuesday
Dexter*
Dexter Senior Citizen
Center
It a.m. Hardin*
Hardin State Parking Lot
12:30 2:30 p.m.
August 20. I4ednesday
Lynn Grove —
Crawford's Service Station
9 11 a.m.

August 5, Tuesday
Piney*
Piney Campground
10 a.m. Noon
Paris**
Paris Landing State Park
1 30330 pm

August 21, Thursday
Water Valley*
M & W Ceramics
911 a.m.
Pilot Oak"
Pilot Oak Grocery
12 30 2:30 p.m.

August 6. Hednesday
Murray'
Chestnut Hills Shopping Cnt,
9 11.30 a.m. and
13 p.m.

August 26. Tuesda.$
Murray*
Court Square
9 11:30 a.m. and
1 3 p.m.

Heatstroke occurs when the
body's cooling system is over
whelmed by the heat and is a
medical emergency. Rapid
buildup of heat causes the bod,y
temperature to rise above
106°F; unless the temperature
is reduced quickly, massive in
ternal damage results in death.
Studies show that heart
failure and stroke account for
a far greater number of
fatalities during heat waves
than heatstroke.

Parenting Class
The class is for the expectant parents but primarily
for new
Parents To register for the three sessions call (502)753 5131, ext.
144 or 753-6821. The sessions for this class are Monday. August
4, 11 and 18 from 7 p.m. and 9 p.m in the MCCH Third Floor
Classroom

Medical Conditions Which Increase Danger
The chances of developing a
potentially fatal medical pro
blem during a heat wave are
increased by the physical con
ditions listed below:
Weak or damaged heart
Hypertension
Emphysema
Problems with circulation
Diabetes
Previous stroke
Infection or fever
Overweight
Diarrhea
Skin diseases or sunburn
(which can reduce sweating)
Any debilitating illness

Prepared Childbirth Class
The class prepares expectant parents for labor and delivery
.
To register for the four weekly classes, call (502)753 5131,
ext.
144 or 753 6821 The Thursday sessions are August 7, 14, 21
and
28 Class meets in the MCCH Third Floor Classroom from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m
Cesarean Birth Class
The class prepares parents for cesarean birth whether
an
ticipated or unexpected. To register call (502)753-5131,
ext. 144
Or 753 6821 The class is held Monday, August 25 from 7 p.m_
to 9 p m in the MCCH Private Dining Room.
Post-Partum Exercise (lass
Get back to your former shape with exercies specifically design
ed for the muscles involved in childbirth. Call the chief physica
l
therapist, Tress Heltsley, for an individual appointment_
Dial
(502)753 5131, ext 144.
Refresher Class
A two session brush up class for parents who have
attended
previous prepared childbirth classes. The class reviews
hospital
routines and new birthing options on Sunday, August
10 and 17
for 7 p m to 9 30 p.m_ in the MCCH Third Floor Classro
om. To
register, call (502)753 5131, ext. 144

Preventing Heat Stress
The most dangerous heat
wave conditions occur when
there is no relief from the
heat, when both night ana
daytime temperatures. remain
above 90°F and when the
humidity IS alSO high.
Vulnerable people are quick
ly worn down under these con
ditions and techniques that.
reduce heat stress can mean
the difference between life and
death.
Any relief from the heat is
beneficial, and the combined
effects of several cooling
techniques can substantially
reduce the overall burden on
the body. A few techniques for
preventing heat stress are
discussed below

Sibling('lass
The one session class intoduces expectant bothers
and sisters
to the idea of-having a new baby brother or sister. They
will
explore their feelings about a new baby and see babies in
the
nursery. To register for the class please call (502)75 5131, ext
3
144 or 753 6821. The class is held on demand

Alzheimer's Support Group
Those interested in Alzheimer's Disease will meet for an educa
tional program entitled "Whispering Hope" on Tuesday, August
12 The support group will meet for group discussion on August
26. Both meetings will be in the Murray Calloway County
Hospital Private Dining Room from 4 30 p.m. to 630 p.m
Beareavement Support Group
Informal weekly group meetings for anyone experiencing grief
from a recent loss will be from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. every
Wednesday in the Education Unit on the Third Floor at the
Hospital.

Diet and Diabetes
Learn the importance diet can make in the life of diabetic by
attending a meeting everTuesday from 2 p.m. 11T3 p.m in the
MCCH Third Floor Classroom. The class is conducted by
a
registered dietitian.

Prolonged periods of
very hot weather --twat waves
—
more lives nationally
than any other natural
disaster, including
floods, tornadoes, and
hurricanes, according
to the Special Commit
tee on Aging, U S.
Senate.

Heat stress is the term used to
describe the burden which hot
Weather places. on the heart
andblood vessels. Heat stress
causes teat exhausnon,
heatstroKe, heart failure and
stroke.
Any disease or weakness of
the heart and blood vessels
makes a person much more
vulnerable to heat stress

Breastfeeding Class
This class is scheduled upon demand. Please call and
request
a class date and information. Then, watch the calendar in the
Murray Ledger and Times for class date. Dial (502)753 5131, ext.
144

Living With Diabetes
Weekly meetings for diabetics and their family and friends con
ducted by a registered nurse will be held-every Wednesday from
2 p.m. to 3 p.m, in the MCCH4Thirck Floor Classroom.

The basics of summer survival
During a heat wave, spend
as much time as possible in the
coolest possible surroundings
— whether it's a cooler room
in the house, an aircontitioned
church, relief center or public
facility.
It is not necessary to run a
room air conditioner all the
time to obtain relief. Using air
conditioning to keep the
temperature below 90°F and
the humidity at a reasonable
level is an acceptable alter
native to the more expensive
route of constant operation. In
dividuals who are particularly
vulnerable to heat — including
older citizens - should keep at
least one room of the home
cool, where they can take
refuge from the worst of the
heat

How Heat Affects the Body
Average, normal body
temperature, as recorded with
an oral thermometer, is 98.6°F.
To remain active alert and
healthy, an individual must
maintain a temperature within
a very narrow range of this
norm -- a large rise or fall in
body temperature can be fatal.
High humidity compounds
stress because it interferes
with the process of
evaporation.

Earl; Prenatal (lasses
The class is for the parents to be in the first trimester of
pregnancy Topics are nutrition, exercise, fetal development,
danger signs of pregnancy, and common discomforts of
pregnancy To register for the two weekly classes, call
;5027535131, ext 144.or 753 6821. Classes are held Saturday.
August 9 and 16 from 9a-m. toll a m. in the MCCH Third Floor
Classroom

Diabetes Meeting
The Murray Calloway County Hospital Diabetes Association will
provide a program Thursday, August 21
Living with Diabetes.
Dr. Charles Clark will give this informative presentation in the
hospital's Third Floor Classroom at 7 p.m.

Especially To Us

'
A cornerstone of prevention is attention to the early warning
signs of heat illness Heat stress causes physical and mental
changes which herald the onset of more serious medical pro
blems. You can avoid heat illness by payilig attention to these
changes.
Most people feel hot and uncomfortable during hot weather,
and many notice a lack of energy or loss of appetite. These are
mild signs and unless they get worse or last for many days, there
is no need to be alarmed.

Other signs are more serious. They include:
Dizziness
Chest pain
Rapid heart beat
Great weakness
Nausea
Breathing problems
Throbbing headache
Mental changes
Dry skin (no sweating)
Vomiting
Diarrhea
Cramps
Should you experience any of these serious signs, seek a doc
tor's advice or other medical help as soon as possible

Cool baths or showers pro
vide amazing relief from the
heat. Cool water removes ex
cess body heat 25 times faster
than cool air. For best results
and comfort, water
temperature should be around
750E—cool rather than cold.
Sponge baths are helpful, but
not as effective as showers or
tub baths. As an alternative,
you can use wet towels placed
on your body while lying in
front of a fan. Warm baths do
absolutely nothing to assist the
body in keeping cool. They add
heat to the body, thus increas
ing heat stress.

r

•

Home
Health
•

•SkiJled.Nursing Care
*Physician Therapy
•Nutrition- Counseling
•Respiratory Therapy
*Home Health Aide
•Speech Therapy
*Other Hospital based Health Services

Avoid major cooking - during
the hotter part of the day. The
amount of heat generated by a
kitchen stove can be
substantial--it's safer and
more comfortable to prepare
meals during the cooler portion
of the day.
Hot foods and heavy meals
are likewise best avoided dur
ing heat waves. Contrary to
'popular belief, hot or spicy
foods have not been shown to
help in reducing heat stress.

Check with a doctor before
increasing the amount of salt
in your diet during hot
weather. Do not take salt
tablets without a doctor's
advice.
Avoid alcohol entirely during
heat waves. It can cause the
body to lose important water
and put a strain on the heart.
Alcohol is a drug, and it can
seriously interfere with the
body's ability to fight the heat.

Wear as little clothing as
possible when indoors. Light
weight loose fitting clothing is
more comfortable, and does
not interfere with evaporation.
Use a hat, parasol, or umbrella
to protect the head and neck
from sun outdoors.

Fans can be used properly to
provide maximum relief from
the heat. Closing your windows
and drawing drapes or shade4
in the early morning keeps the
cooler night air inside the
home.
Inside a room, fans should be
placed orca table or the floor
When placed in a window,
. a
.fan can be used to draw cool
air into the house at night.
Attic fans play an important
role in keeping attic
temperatures at a reasonable
level. This can make. a
substantial difference in the
temperature Of the rooms
below When pro0erly installed,
a strong attic fan can also pro
vide great air circulation
throughout the home at night

Because evaporation of /
moisture from the skin is the
foundation of the body's cool
ing system, large amounts of
water are lost to sweat in hot
weather. Yet most people do
not drink enough liquids They
wait until they feel thirsty,
when the body is already low
on water, before drinking.
The solution to this problem
is to drink often, in reasonable
amounts, and to drink more
than is needed to simply
satisfy thirst. People with
diseases or medical conditions
which involve problems with
water balance -especially
those who are on medication should consult a doctor on how
much water to drink in hot
weather,

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
803 IN/0w Street
MUMly, Kentuclo 42071-2432
(502) 7'.3.5111
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FILLER PAPER
200 COUNT

WITH A "NO PURCHASE REQUIRED" COUPON BELOW.
COUPON

A 2 LB. BAG OF FARMERS

COUPON

COUPON

ESIG.JOHN
VALUABLE COUPON
MOUNT

FRENCH FRIES

FILLER PAPER

N./

FRE'E FRE
0

1111 ..fr..2'
r

IVITII UM COUPON
110 PMKNASE MOND
UNIT ONE COUPON Pflt FAMILY
COUPON EEPOMS AM 10. 1111111

WHEN YOU BUYONE 2 LB.
BAG AT REG. PRICE

COUPON

L'S ("•:'

COUPON

c7Q1

0

010

0

0
0

COUPON

*crj

•
A

,Ar/OMMIONM•en,

•

•
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BACK TO SCHOOL
1 PACKAGE OF NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

THE COLLEGE SUITCASE OF 1986

FILLER PAPER

TOTE BAGS

ALL PLASTIC ROUND

200 CT.

FREE

REGULAR $499 TO 699
WITH COUPON
ON PAGE ONE

BIC SPIRAL OR BALLPOINT

PENS
SCRIPT() YELLOW MECHANICAL EVERSHARP

PENCILS
THEME BOOKS

10FAT

4 99°
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
2FOR99C
2 $100 SODA
4 $100
2 $100 BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
$139
59°
BUTTER
99' PRESERVES
$229
69' BREAD
99'
si49
FOR

70 CT.

ROSEDALE

VESS

PEACHES

16 OZ. CAN

SOFTEX

PAPER TOWELS

FOR

ANY FLAVOR 16 OZ. BOTTLE

FOR

FOR

JUMBO ROLL

TICKET

PARADE

SODA

ANY FLAVOR 2 LITER

PARADE LIQUID

DISH DETERGENT

PEANUT
PARADE STRAWBERRY

18 OZ. JAR

QT.

SO GOOD CORN 8.5 OZ. OR TORTILLA

CHIPS

2 LB. JAR

COUNTRY HEARTH HONEY & WHEAT

7 OZ.

VISTA SANDWICH

al

20 0I.

NABISCO CHIPS AHOY

COOKIES

2 LB. BOX
NABISCO DOUBLE STUFF OREO

COOKIES

COOKIES

18 OZ.$199

200Z.$2
29
IBIG JOHN

POTATO
CHIPS

LEONARDO

SPAGHETTI 590
1 LB.BOX

7 OZ

KAS KRUNCHERS NEW MESQUITE

NESTEA 100% BONUS PACK

TEA

3.60Z.$2
69

NESTEA

ICE TEA MIX

$219
26.5 OZ. • AAP

NESTEA FREE ICE WITH NUTRASWEET

TEA MIX

3.30Z.$2
99

BAR-BA,JALEPENO
OR REGULAR

POTATO
CHIPS

4

•

701.

9
0

•

•

•

•

•

•

HPFETZ SWEET
ZION BLUEBERRY OR FIG BAR

COOKIES
too°
sv"-1

BUY ONE -1 LB. BOX GET ONE

PARADE

PICKLE
RELISH
BUY ONE 10 OZ JAR GET ONE

SANDWICH
SPREAD
BUY ONE -16 OZ. JAR GET ONE

FREE FREE FREE
SUNSHINE

CAT
FOOD

WILKENSON SWORD DISPOSABLE

RAZORS

BUY ONE-31
/
2 LB. BAG GET ONE

1

BUY ONE 5 CT. PKG. GET ONE

FREE

FREE

FARMER
PILLSBURY BROWN

FRENCH
FRIES

GRAVY
BUY 1 ONE 5/8 OZ. PKG. GET ONE

BUY ONE 2 LB. BAG GET ONE

FREE
POP
ICE
BUY ONE 18 CT. BOX GET ONE

FREE
BIG JOHN HAMBURGER OR

HOT DOG
BUNS
BUY ONE PACKAGE GET ONE

LIGHTERS
BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE FREE FREE
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$1 49
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QUALITY MEATS
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ARMOUR FULLY COOKED

LB $149

CHICKEN FRIED STEAKS
R.B. RICE COLE SLAW, MACARONI OR

POTATO SALAD
SWIFTS
BACON
ELD REGULAR OR BEEF PROLEAGUER

IENERS

12 OZ.

36 oz $
2
49

$I 6
9
120Z.
$129

$129 Isirlic
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OR JOHN'S BEST
MARKET PAM

SLICED BACON
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OLD FASHIONED
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FOOD FOR
LESS

GENERAL MILLS NEW
RAISIN NUT BRAND

PENA
F NUT
BUTTE&
119
18 OZ JAR
VITT11 ONE MED
"FOOD FOR LESS" BONUS CERTIFICATE

UTE
BliudITS

CEREAL
14 OZ.BOX

BUY ONE
GET ONE
FREE
BUY ONE
GET ONE
FREE

3

FOR

Buy ono box of now Raisin Nut
Bran and get a wood box of the
some size for FREE.
Good we
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Only id
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RIM ONE FILLED
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TOASTIES

Suppler cods
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IDUPWARE RED FOAM

CUPS
BUY ONE 30 CT.PKG.OF 20 OL CUPS
a
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0
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FROZEN VALUES
COOL PRICES

$289

alCesifuETA
YM

/2 GALLON
BANQUET MAINDISH SLICED TURKEY
SAUSBURY STEAK OR MOSTACCIOU

FAMILY ENTREES

2 LB. PANS $1

99

IN

DELICIOUS ICE CREAM

DRUMSTICKS

FOR $199
PKG

DOWNY FLAKE HOMESTYLE

WAFFLES

12 OZ. PKG.

98c
•411.4

PRAIRIE FARMS CHILLED

F
R
O
M
T
HE DAIRY
ORANGE
JUICE COOKIES$
LITE FLUFF
CHOCOLATE CHIP

59

160Z.

PRAIRIE FARMS

44

YOGURT

8 OZ.

2 89
FOR

HERSHEY'S

CHOCOLATE MILK

GALLON

PARADE MEDIUM OR MILD

CHEDDAR CHEESE
PARADE SPREAD

OLEO

80Z. BAR

$139 PARADE AMERICAN SINGLES SPREAD
3 UB. BOWL
CHEESE
12 OZ. 16 SUCES
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CAUFORNIA RED OR WHITE SEEDLESS
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RED RIPE
FRESH FROM THE
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